INTERNATIONAL MOUNTED GAMES ASSOCIATION
Annual Meeting 2018

Version 1.6 (December 2018)

Held at Clarion Hotel, Copenhagen, Denmark
Saturday 16 November and Sunday 17 November 2018

This record of the meeting has been compiled from notes made at the time by Frie Martin and Nikki
Carter.
The sequence in which agenda items were discussed was not the same as published in the original
agenda. This record, however, follows the original agenda sequence.
Meeting opened: Saturday November 16 at 09:00
Attendance List
IMGA Officers:
Nikki Carter
Keith Martin
Marilyn Hackman
Jens Martin
Davy Quinn
Murren Addison

Chairman
Vice Chairman
Honorary President
Administration & Finance
Chief Referee
Communication Officer

International Representatives:
Patrick Montgomery
Florence Hennuy
Quentin Voeltzel
Michelle Cruikshanks/Jeff Couch
Signe Sehested
Elaine Trevor Jones
Mark Devitt
Rory Prime
Volker Baasch
Simon Watson
Eivind Kjuus
Veronica Dodds
Caroline Parmelin
Iain Hopkins

Austria
Belgium
Burkina Faso
Canada
Denmark
England
Ireland
Northern Ireland
Germany
New Zealand
Norway
Scotland
Switzerland
Wales
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Paul Greiling

USA

Unable to attend, but represented by proxy:
Alžběta Mašková
Czech Republic
Mathias Hébert
France
Muhammad Irfan Zafar
Pakistan
Kersley Vinay
South Africa
Ulrika Voeltzel
Sweden
Unable to attend, no proxy received:
Phil Logue
Andrea Piazza
Annika Labruier
Kabir Ali

REMOTE

Christophe Rossier
Florence Hennuy
Nikki Carter
Jens Martin
Quentin Voeltzel

Australia
Italy
Luxembourg
Nigeria

Others present but not representing a member country:
Margaret Quinn
Scotland
Frie Martin
Notes of meeting
Jerome O’Connor
Ireland
Margaret Welsby
New Zealand
REMOTE
Alun Whitney
Wales, Video conferencing and video systems
Apologies received:
Pierre-Luc Portron

Development Officer

1. Introduction
The attendance list is shown above, with information on proxies from those members unable to
attend.
The meeting opened with guidelines for the meeting and voting procedures, and the allocation of
costs between IMGA, MGA Denmark, and the individuals present.
MGA Denmark kindly offered to provide lunch for participants on both days of the meeting as well as
sharing the meeting room costs with IMGA.
The AGM is more than a formal meeting, it is an opportunity for members to meet and share
knowledge and experience.
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2. Looking Back at 2018
2.1 Review of IMGA’s year

Nikki Carter reported on activities during 2018.
Nikki Carter welcomed new members: Nigeria and Pakistan, and stated that Iran and South Korea
had decided to leave IMGA as they were unable to meet the criteria for membership. Luxemburg
currently are non-voting members.
The IMGA Champions for 2018 are:
World Pairs Champions:
U12: Sam Hopkins & Poppy Shaw
U14: Mackenzie Norton Phibben and Lowrie Jones
U17: Ben Hopkins and Charlie Yates
Open: Joe Garnett and Colin Verdelhan
Nations Team Champions:
USA Stars
European Team Champions:
U12: England
U14: Italy
U17: Wales
Open: Italy
European Individual Champions:
Widukind Moormann
World Team Champions:
U17: Wales
Open: Ireland
World Individual Champions:
U12 Sam Hopkins
U14: Sophie Reynolds
U17: Ben Hopkins
Open: Widukind Moormann
Our champions represent seven nations: England, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, USA and Wales,
showing the growth in skill across the world. Wales had an amazing year: 2½ World Champion Pairs,
2 World Champion Individuals, a European Champion team and a World Champion Team.
Special mention must go to Ben Hopkins who is now reigning World Team, Pair and Individual
Champion and, with 12 world titles, has overtaken Elaine Trevor Jones’s record.
Nikki Carter had received and sent nearly 5,000 emails:
• Following up on all decisions and actions
• Monitoring IMGA sanctioned competitions
• Dealing with problems, queries and complaints large and small
• Investigating complaints and mediating in disputes
• Maintaining contact with all members and officials
• Preparation for this AGM
Following email discussions after the 2017 AGM, the quorum for the AGM was agreed at 50% of the
eligible voting members plus 1, but as this is a policy change a further vote was taken. Nikki Carter
proposed and Jens Martin seconded the proposal, which was unanimously agreed.
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Decision: 18.01 The individuals eligible to vote are the International Representatives of the
member countries. They may do this by being present in person, via a proxy (see procedure 2 for
proxy voting), or remotely via video conferencing. A quorum is reached when 50% of the eligible
voters plus one is present.
Nikki Carter thanked the many people who had helped her and IMGA during the year, including:
• IMGA officers: Keith, Jens, Davy, Pierre-Luc and Murren
• Sub-Committee Members for their ideas, input and time
• Championship organisers: Denmark, USA, La Bonde, Belgium and La Bonde (again), for the
months of hard work needed to put on a successful event
• Referees who have given up their holidays to ensure fair competition
• All the volunteers who have made the events possible, working on judging, commentating,
keeping accounts, typing lists, maintaining websites, arenas, equipment, catering, cleaning, …
• Everyone who had supported and helped her personally throughout the year – especially
Marilyn Hackman who fed her, coped with her in her stressed moments and helped check
tack across Europe
• The wonderful ponies and riders without whom we would have no sport

2.2 Rules Committee Report

Jens Martin reported on behalf of the Rules Committee that at that the beginning of the year there
had been few rule change requests for the committee to consider, but that had grown to 24, 13 Rule
Change requests had been processed. Of these, 8 had been accepted, 2 had been merged with other
rule requests, 2 suspended, and 1 is still under consideration.
Most people download the rules book from the website, so fewer rulebooks were printed in 2018
and 65% of these have been sold for £1,728, covering printing costs of £1,354.
The Rules Committee will discuss whether or not a new rulebook is required for 2019.
There was discussion about whether some form of app could be built around the rulebook, possibly
incorporating videos of each game.
Action: The Rules Committee to decide whether or not to print a new rulebook for 2019 and, if so,
finalise both the on-line and printed versions of the Rule Book for 2019.

2.3 Financial Report

Jens Martin presented the current financial situation, which is shown in Attachment for 2.3
This is a “snapshot” of the current situation showing all payments and receipts since the last AGM.
Nikki Carter explained that two items of expenditure: the purchase of a breathalyser (£260) and the
refurbishment and purchase of IMGA trophies (£863) were agreed at the last AGM. She further
reported that Iain Hopkins and family were to donate a replacement trophy for the U12 World Pairs
Championships to replace the current trophy, in recognition of their pony Merlin.
Jens Martin hoped that the reserves held by IMGA (which rose from £37,411to £43,009 during the
year) would continue to rise to £50,000 to provide a buffer for the organisation and proposed no
change in the affiliation fees. Florence Hennuy suggested that the fee could be reduced. Nikki Carter
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proposed and Iain Hopkins seconded the proposal, which was unanimously agreed that there should
be no change in Affiliation Fees for 2019.
Decision: 18.02 The automatic percentage rise in Affiliation Fees for 2019 is set at zero.
As agreed at the 2017 meeting, referees had been asked to send details of their actual expenditure
attending IMGA-sanctioned events in the year. The data supplied was insufficient to get a true
picture. There was discussion about who should be responsible for the payment of expenses to
referees at sanctioned competitions. Comments included:
•

•
•

•
•

If IMGA paid all referee expenses this would cost c£20,000 a year which would lead to a
massive increase in affiliation fees and lead to a loss of members expenses for the referees
they appoint
Payment of referee expenses should be made through IMGA, even if IMGA then invoices
organisers for the costs
A levy, similar to the current rider levy, should be added to entry fees to cover the cost of
IMGA paying the referee expenses. It should be made clear what the additional fee is to be
used for
The referee expenses for the smallest championship are usually larger than those for the
larger championships
Should referees be paid a set amount towards their expenses rather than what they spend?

It was agreed that this required further investigation. Jens Martin would put together a proposal
document for the payment of referee fees for further discussion.
Action: Jens Martin to prepare a discussion document on the payment of referees’ expenses.
There was discussion about the rider fees and whether, for teams, it was £5 per rider who competed
or £30 per team. Since the entry fee covers six riders in a team, it was unanimously agreed that the
levy is £5 per individual, £10 a pair and £30 a team.
Decision: 18.03 The riders levy payable to IMGA is £5 for each individual rider, £10 for each pair
and £30 for each team competing in an IMGA sanctioned championship.
Jens Martin reported that some organisers paid the fees late and would like to simplify the collection
process. He would like to issue all invoices together when all competitions had been held, even
though this could lead to two years’ fees appearing in one year’s financial records. Late payment
penalties would be added to those fees that were not paid by the due date.
Jens Martin proposed and Nikki Carter seconded the proposal, which was unanimously agreed that
IMGA would issue rider fee invoices to competition organisers at the end of the competition season
and that there should be late payment penalties applied if payments were not received in time.
Decision: 18.04 IMGA will issue invoices to organisers of IMGA sanctioned events for payment of
collected ride levies at the end of the season. Late payment penalties will be applied if payment of
invoices is note made within the specified time.
Jens Martin reported that some member nations regularly paid their affiliation fees late and
proposed that membership should be cancelled if a nation received four late payment penalties. This
was unanimously agreed.
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Decision: 18.05 IMGA membership will be cancelled for any member receiving four late payment
penalties.

2.4 Report by Chief Referee

Davy Quinn presented his report, which is shown in Attachment for 2.4.

2.5 Report on IMGA Communications

Murren Addison presented her report, which is shown in Attachment for 2.5.
In order to spread news about IMGA she needs to receive news, so all members were asked to send
her details of events and results.
Action: Nations to provide Murren Addison with details of events being hosted in 2019 plus any
Mounted Games news.
Florence Hennuy asked whether IMGA was attempting to find sponsors and was told that this is
being worked on, possibly in conjunction of live streaming. However, we need to be able to provide a
sponsor with something more than simple advertising in return. Most sponsorship arrangements
arise through personal contacts. It was noted that Murren Addison’s work provides most of the data
about the organisation that a potential sponsor would want to see. She has already produced
guidance for individual riders seeking sponsorship.
Jens Martin asked whether IMGA should have a policy regarding ethical consideration of who we
should be approached for sponsorship.
Sponsorship of IMGA needs further investigation. And members were asked to pass any ideas to
Murren Addison so they could be considered.
Action: Nations to provide Murren Addison with ideas and thoughts about sponsorship.

2.6 Report on Country Development

Pierre-Luc Portron’s report was read to the meeting.
First of all I would like to apologize for not being with you at the AGM of our association. As you may
know (or maybe not), my job is Senior Health Executive in a hospital. I have to guarantee the best
possible quality of care for the patients we take care of. My hospital, like a number in France, is
currently being affected by a strong and long strike (it has now lasted 89 days and the premises have
been occupied by the unions for 69 days).
I would like to thank Jens Martin, not just for reading this report, but especially for the help he has
given me throughout this year.
Two countries that have joined us this year, the Mounted Games Association of NIGERIA (23rd
member) and its representative Mr Kabir Ali and, recently, the Equestrian Federation of PAKISTAN
(24th member) and its representative Mr Muhammad Irfan Zafar. This has been thanks to the
previous work done by Jens and I have only had to follow his advice to finalise their membership.
This year there has been interest from other countries including: Qatar, Cayman Islands, Finland and
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Slovakia. I will keep you informed of progress with these countries and hop that we will have more
new members soon.
In the future, I think we must think about providing practical and structured support of new and
potential members in terms of training (riders, coaches and judges, etc.) Representatives of
neighbouring countries could do this.
I want to end by thanking IMGA for its trust and the office for its daily accompaniment and I hope to
be with you next year.

2.7 Reviews of 2018 IMGA sanctioned competitions

The following reports from 2018 competitions have been received and form attachment to 2.7
World Pairs Championship (Denmark)
Organiser’s Report and accounts (Signe Sehested)
Chief Referee and IMGA Representative Report (Nikki Carter)
Nations Championship (USA)
Organiser’s Report and accounts (Carol Jones)
Chief Referee and IMGA Representative Report (Davy Quinn)
European Team and Individual Championship (La Bonde)
Organiser’s Report and accounts (Quentin Voeltzel)
Chief Referee’s Report (Davy Quinn)
IMGA Representative Report (Nikki Carter)
World Team Championship Open (Belgium)
Organisers Report (Florence Hennuy)
Chief Referee’s Report (Alun Whitney)
IMGA Representative Report (Nikki Carter)
World Individual Championship (La Bonde)
Organiser’s Report and accounts (Quentin Voeltzel)
Chief Referee’s Report (Alun Whitney)
IMGA Representative Report (Nikki Carter)
World Team Championships
The lances used for joust (supplied by Pony Matériels,) need to be improved.
Quentin Voeltzel felt that the entry fee was too high (€800 per rider) and prevented some people
from participating. Organisers should work harder to find sponsors to reduce the costs to riders.
Others felt that riders got value for money at the event.
European and World Individual Championships
Mark Devitt detailed matters raised by Irish riders about the events at La Bonde, including:
World Individual Championships:
The arena was unable to cope with heavy rainfall. It was an inconsistent surface and very
shallow in places causing ponies to slip.
Equipment staff were not always helpful and, at times, aggressive.
Timing in the original programme was optimistic and had no allowance for delays. At times
riders and ponies were rushed, which was not ideal, since many had been preparing for
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months for the event.
Information was not readily available. Using social media to disseminate programme changes
was not effective due to poor Wi-Fi signal in some parts of the venue.
Food was not always appreciated by riders. Using in-house chefs to reduce costs for riders
was not the best solution. It should be possible for rider to select whether their package
includes food or not.
Showers and toilets were dirty and inadequate.
The VIP area was a good idea but not really VIP standard.
Parking was chaotic and it would be impossible to get vehicles in or out if there was an
emergency. Logs between lorries were a trip hazard.
Stabling had poor underfoot conditions due to the weather. An alternative water supply took
time to be repaired, leaving riders to take water from the stream. The muck heaps were
unacceptable and unhygienic.
European Championships:
Toilets and showers arrived the day after competitors.
Timetable meant that games were being played after midnight on two days.
Riders were threatened with being locked in on site due to littering.
Score were updated sporadically.
Jerome O’Connor felt that the running of championships so close together contributed to the
problems with the arena and venue.
Quentin Voeltzel appreciated the comments and agreed that some elements need to be improved.
People were leaving rubbish all over the site and it is still being picked up. In future the European
Championship would be held at the Federation site as they are better equipped to handle so many
people over a week.
Nikki Carter stated that sharing the true experiences of running a championship would aid organisers
in the future, helping them to realise what needs to be thought about.
The timing of pre-competition inspections is important. They need to be close to the event so that
facilities are mainly in place, but sufficiently in advance that changes could be made if needed.
Organisers should tell IMGA when is the best time to inspect for their site and preparation
programme. Alun Whitney felt that equipment should be checked closer to the event so that, if it has
been used recently, it is still in good condition.
Action: Organisers of IMGA championships to notify the Compliance Sub-committee when is the
best time for pre-competition inspections.

2.8 IMGA Sub-Committees

It was noted that many of the people who had volunteered to serve on sub-committees lack the
enthusiasm needed to get things done unless the chairman pushes them.

Compliance
Nikki Carter reported that the committee had completed the compliance checks from 2017. There
had been a few problems and Iran and South Korea had resigned their membership, as they were
unable to meet the criteria. Burkina Faso and Luxembourg’s membership had been restricted to nonvoting until they met all the criteria, which had now been met by Burkina Faso.
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Compliance checks would take place at the end of 2019 and the forms would be simplified to make
them easier to complete and check.
Pre-competition inspections had taken place at Ghlin and La Bonde.

Risk Management and Health and Safety
Jens Martin reported that the group had spent most of the year working on producing the
breathalyser documentation.

Sponsorship and Promotions
Murren Addison has produced guidelines for individual riders seeking sponsorship and Keith Martin
would put these on the IMGA website.

Technology and Social Media
Rory Prime and Keith Martin are preparing a template for online administration of entries in
individual and pairs events with restricted entries.

Training and Qualifications
Davy Quinn reported on the activities of the Training and Qualification sub-committee (shown as
attachment for 2.8).
He stated the standard of referees has come a long way but we still need more referees and those
who have recently qualified need to obtain experience. This could be done by asking them to follow
an experienced referee or by being shadowed by one.
Florence Hennuy suggested that referees selected for sanctioned events must include 3* referees so
that they can gain the experience needed to become 4*. At present the 3* referees can apply to
referee sanctioned events. Davy Quinn would investigate the possibility of doing this.
In future we want qualified assistant referees or referees to undertake assistant referee duties at all
major competitions. Alun Whitney suggested that we should set a deadline of perhaps 3 years for
this to happen.
Rory Prime suggested that it might be possible to create remote training courses for assistant
referees.
Action: Davy Quinn and the Training and Qualification sub-committee to investigate ways in which
3* referees can obtain international experience.

Strategic Planning
Nikki Carter presented on strategic planning (shown as attachment for 2.8) covering several ideas
(some realistic, some not) for the future development of IMGA. Representatives were asked to think
about these ideas over night with further discussion to take place in the morning.
Detailed discussions took place the following morning.
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Costs: Costs should not be reduced if doing so compromises safety or well being. Organisers of
events should look at previous competition reports (which form part of the minutes of AGMs on the
IMGA website) to see where money can be saved or earned.
Ian Hopkins said that events were generally cheap when compared with holidays providing similar
entertainment and facilities. Value for money is more important than cost.
Signe Sehested suggested that there should be a reduction in entry fees for U12 riders to encourage
their participation and thus the future of the sport. It was felt that younger riders (or their parents)
had full use of all facilities, so should pay the same. This was unanimously agreed with one
abstention.
Decision: 18.06 Entry fees for all riders at an IMGA-sanctioned event should be the same rate
regardless of the age of competitors.
Non-members competing at IMGA-sanctioned events: The idea of permitting individual or pairs
entries from riders who cannot represent an IMGA-member country is intended to encourage the
riders who cannot compete as they have no national organisation and hence encourage them to
start up as a new member country. There should be a limit of allowing them to enter for 1 or 2 years.
It was suggested that IMGA could provide a new membership category for individual rider so
affected. Alternatively they could compete as ‘neutral’ as had taken place for some Russian athletes
at the Olympic Games. The Development Officer could act as their International Representative. It
was agreed, 15 votes to 6, that the idea should be investigated further.
Sweden had suggested that combined nation teams be allowed to compete in championships in
younger age groups when each country was unable to field full team.
Decision: 18.07 IMGA to investigate the possibility of allowing riders from non-IMGA member
countries to participate in Individual and Pairs Championships.
Action: Jens Martin to produce a discussion document on the possible options for allowing riders
from non-IMGA countries to compete and circulate as soon as possible.
Providing IMGA associate membership to organisations: There are two types of organisations that
could be offered associate membership: other riding organisations and bodies such as venues,
suppliers commercially making money from mounted games riders and supporters. Although some
representatives were in favour of offering this to commercial enterprises, there was generally no
interest in pursuing this idea.
Championship scheduling: There was discussion about whether it was better to hold geographically
close events together to reduce travel and costs or to separate them to spread them, reducing the
pressure on ponies and on people having to take extended periods of time off work.
It was proposed by Florence Hennuy that the World and European Team Championships should be
held in alternate years to reduce over crowding of the schedule. Non-European members considered
this unfair. Following a vote (4 to 16) to run in alternate years, it was agreed that the European and
World Championships would continue to be held every year.
Decision: 18.08 The World and European Championships will continue to be held each year.
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Compliance criteria: Should compliance criteria be changed so that the existing two categories of
membership should depend on a member organisation’s activity rather than the length of time it has
been a member? Should members who are not active have the same voting rights as fully active
members? Should this apply to all voting matters or just to competition-related matters? The
Compliance Sub-committee will discuss this.
Action: The Compliance sub-committee to review compliance criteria, membership categories and
associated voting rights.
FEI membership: Nikki Carter had had talks with representatives of Horseball, the most recent
equestrian sport to agree a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with FEI. This had taken nearly 20
years to agree, despite close connections with FEI committee members. Horseball hope that it will
enable them to be an official demonstration sport at WEG (although it is believed that, for cost
reasons, WEG will no longer exist in its current format). The MOU has brought additional veterinary
implications to events. If and when FEI membership is achieved, IMGA will cease to exist and the
international sport will be run by FEI.
Florence Hennuy pointed out that, in order for any negotiations to be achieved each member nation
must become members of their national equestrian federation.
It was agreed by 16 votes to 4 that IMGA should commence negotiations with FEI.
Decision: 18.09 IMGA to negotiate a memorandum of understanding with FEI with a view to future
membership.
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3. Looking Forward to 2019 and Beyond
3.1 Election of IMGA Officials
Vice-Chairman

Quentin Voeltzel withdrew his nomination, so Keith
Martin (nominated by Rory Prime) elected unopposed
Officer for Finance and Administration:
Jens Martin (nominated by Iain Hopkins) elected
unopposed
Officer for Communication (1 year only): Murren Addison (nominated by Veronica Dodds)
elected unopposed

3.2 Election of IMGA Rules Committee Members
The six nominated candidates: Nikki Carter, Iain Hopkins, Brian Kennedy, Jens Martin,
Margaret Welsby and Alun Whitney were elected unopposed for two years.
3.3 Election of referees for 2019 IMGA sanctioned competitions

Voting took place for the referees to officiate at the IMGA sanctioned competitions in 2019
Requirements
IMGA World Team Championship Open and
U17 (Wales)
15-20 July 2019
2 referees required
£100/day (Tuesday-Saturday) plus a gold
package including food
IMGA World Individual Championship
(MGAGB)
6 referees required
14-18 August 2019
£150 plus breakfast and lunch each day and
Gala Evening
IMGA World Pairs Championship (MGAGB)
6 referees required
13-15 September 2019
£150 plus breakfast and lunch each day and
Gala Evening
IMGA European Team and Individual
Championship (Ireland)
8-14 July 2019
6 referees required
150€ plus breakfast and lunch each day and
Gala Evening
IMGA Nations Team Championship (USA)
8-12 October 2019
1 referee required
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Nikki Carter and Davy Quinn
(Reserve Alun Whitney)

Nikki Carter, Mark Crowe, Eivind Kjuus, Rob
Lockyer, Davy Quinn and Alun Whitney
(Reserve Andrew Rodaughan)

Dieter Birreck, Nikki Carter, Rob Lockyer,
Pierre-Luc Portron, Davy Quinn and Alun
Whitney
(Reserve Margaret Welsby)
Nikki Carter, Mark Crowe, Eivind Kjuus, Rob
Lockyer, Davy Quinn and Alun Whitney
(Reserve Andrew Rodaughan)

Davy Quinn
(Reserve Rob Lockyer)
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3.4 Selection of hosts for 2021 IMGA sanctioned competitions
2021 IMGA World Team Championship Open and U17
Candidates: France, organised by La Bonde
Decision 18.10 The 2021 World Team Championships (Open and u17) to be hosted by France
organised by La Bonde.
2021 IMGA European Team and Individual Championship
Candidates Wales
Decision 18.11 The 2021 European Team and Individual Championships to be hosted by Wales.
2021 IMGA Nations Team Championship
Candidates South Africa
Decision 18.12 The 2021 Nations Team Championship to be hosted by South Africa.
2021 IMGA World Pairs Championship
Candidates England (organised by MGAGB), France (hosted by La Bonde)
The England presentation is shown in Attachment for 3.3
Following a vote, it was agreed (15 to 5) that the event would be in England
Decision: 18.13 The 2020 World Pairs Championships to be hosted by England organised by
MGAGB.
2021 IMGA World Individuals Championship
Candidates England (organised by MGAGB), France (hosted by La Bonde)
The England presentation is shown in Attachment for 3.3
Following a vote, it was agreed (14 to 5) that the event would be in England the event will be
in England
Decision: 18.14 The 2020 World Individuals Championships to be hosted by England organised by
MGAGB.
Following discussion it was suggested that future applications to host an IMGA sanctioned event
must specify the arena in which the competition is to be held.
Action: Keith Martin to update ‘How to Organise an IMGA Sanctioned Event” document to include
the need for bids to host an event to specify the arena(s) to be used for the event.

3.5 Decision on host and date for 2019 Annual General Meeting

Mark Devitt, on behalf of Ireland MGA volunteered Dublin as the venue for the 2019 AGM, and the
offer was gratefully accepted, The AGM will be held on 23-24 November 2019.
Decision 18.15 The 2019 IMGA AGM will be held on 23-24 November 2019 in Dublin, Ireland.
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3.6 Presentation of details for 2019 IMGA sanctioned competitions
IMGA European Team and Individual Championship (Ireland)
• 8-14 July 2019
• Millstreet Green Glens Equestrian Centre
• U17 Individual competition as well
• Details at https://imgaeuros2019.com/
IMGA World Team Championship Open and U17 (Wales)
• 15-20 July 2019
• Carmarthen Showground
• Teams wishing to borrow ponies must notify Wales before 1 January
• The Welsh presentation is shown in attachment 3.5
• The top eight Open teams will be invited to participate in the Royal Welsh Show. There was
discussion about whether teams could substitute a rider and still compete at he Royal
Welsh and the Welsh committee will discuss this
IMGA World Pairs Championship (MGAGB)
• 13-15 September 2019
• Newark Showground
• The presentation is shown in attachment 3.5
• Entries will be unrestricted
IMGA World Individual Championship (MGAGB)
• 14-18 August 2019
• Aston Le Walls Eventing Centre
• The presentation is shown in attachment 3.5
• Entries will be unrestricted
IMGA Nations Championship (New Zealand)
• 8-12 October 2019
• Trent’s Estate Vineyard with the finals held at the Ellesmere Agricultural & Pastoral Show
• The New Zealand presentation is shown in attachment 3.5

3.7 Presentation of details for 2020 IMGA sanctioned competitions
IMGA European Team and Individual Championship (Denmark)
• 6-12 July 2020
• Vallensbæk Riding Centre
• One arena of seven lanes
• Restricted entries for individuals
IMGA World Pairs Championship (Germany)
• 12-19 July 2020
• Near Kiel, 4 hours from Vallensbæk so riders can travel easily from Europeans
• Open entries
• Choice of two grass arenas, selection made before the event depending on weather
• Images of showground in attachment for 3.7
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•

Entries will be unrestricted

IMGA World Team Championship Open and U17 (Scotland)
• 2-8 August 2020
• Morris Equestrian Centre near Kilmarnock15-20 July 2019
IMGA World Individual Championship (Wales)
• Dates to be confirmed
• David Broome Event Centre, Chepstow
IMGA Nations Championship (USA)
• Dates and venue depend on number of entries
• Would like all likely teams to let USA know which dates suit them
• Cost will be the same as usual
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4. Important Discussions and Decisions
4.1 Organisation of IMGA sanctioned competitions document and enforcement procedures
Keith Martin reported that the document (now referred to as HOST) is continually being updated, but
that the latest version is always available at
http://www.mounted-games.org/imga/games/competition/index.html
Several years ago, Sean Bource suggested that there should be a contract between IMGA and the
organisers of each IMGA-sanctioned event in order to be able to impose sanctions in case of noncompliance with agreed standards. The contract would be based on the HOST document, with, if
necessary, negotiated exclusion of some elements.
Jens Martin said that every part of the document that stated ”you must…” should have a suitable
sanction assigned for non-compliance. When bidding for an event, organisers should state which of
these clauses could or could not be complied with.
Alun Whitney was concerned that having too many rules might scare off potential organisers.
Action: Keith Martin to abstract a list of “must” clauses and circulate to members for discussion.

4.2 Arena Surfaces and Dimensions
Nikki Carter’s presentation is shown in Attachment for 4.2.
Much of the information on surfaces comes from two reports issued by FEI:
https://inside.fei.org/system/files/Equestrian_Surfaces-A_Guide.pdf and
http://www.fei.org/system/files/Equine%20Surfaces%20White%20Paper.pdf
It was generally agreed that it was more important to maintain the regulation lane width and space
at the arena side than to insist on 8 lanes.
Rider representatives stated that at times an arena that is longer than usual could also be dangerous
as some ponies keep running to the fence. Even if an arena is long then this does not mean the lane
width should be compromised.
Action: Keith Martin to update the “How to Organise an IMGA-sanctioned Competition” to reflect
that lane width is more important than the number of lanes.
It was unanimously agreed that the length of an arena used for individual competition does not
require as much space at the changeover end, and can be reduced to 99m, with the additional length
taken from the changeover end.
Decision: 18.16 The minimum arena length required for individual competitions is 99m with space
being removed from the changeover end.
Action: Keith Martin to update the “How to Organise an IMGA-sanctioned Competition”.
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Action: The Rules Committee to make relevant changes to documentation regarding the minimum
length of arena required for individual games.
Several members would like to see a document providing rules or guidance for running nonsanctioned events in small arenas. Nikki Carter asked members who already have game adaptations
to send their ideas to her to combine in a document. Signe Sehested did not believe that this would
gain any more support for the sport.
Action: Members to send ideas on game adaptations for smaller arenas to Nikki Carter, who would
combine these into a document for circulation.
Elaine Trevor Jones was concerned that there is not enough control behind the start line. Riders
should not stop in the penalty box but move to the right where they should wait for the end of the
game so as not to obstruct other riders. Riders who wilfully cause obstructions should be eliminated.
The use of video systems could help monitor this. Assistant referees should be instructed to watch
the area behind the start line. If a video referee is introduced in the judges’ box then they could
monitor the start finish line and the assistant referee stood n the line under the box could
concentrate on infringements behind the start line.
Action: Assistant referees to be asked to monitor activity behind the start line as well as in the field
of play.

4.3 Arena Lighting
Iain Hopkins’s presentation is shown in Attachment for 4.3. The Sports England guidelines referred
to can be downloaded at
https://www.sportengland.org/.../artificial-sports-lighting-design-guide-2012-051112....
It was agreed that poor lighting was not good for rider or pony welfare. It was unanimously agreed
that if floodlighting is used for an event there must be a minimum of 200 lux over the entire arena
and that the lighting levels must be verified by an independent professional.
Decision: 18.17 If floodlighting is used for an event there must be a minimum of 200 lux over the
entire arena and that the lighting levels must be verified by an independent professional.

4.4 Allocation of borrowed ponies
Carol Jones’s presentation is shown in Attachment for 4.4
In the absence of Carol Jones, Margaret Welsby described the practicalities of allocating borrowed
ponies. There needs to be good and fair grading of ponies. Before allocation, trainers need to see the
ponies being ridden so that they can see what the ponies can do. Some teams may not actually want
A-grade ponies, as they are too much for the riders in the team. Riders and pony lenders need to be
honest about their abilities and qualities.
Alun Whitney stated that it doesn’t matter what level of ponies are given so long as all teams have
the same level of ponies.
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Countries requiring pool ponies must let the organisers know as early as possible so that ponies that
are the correct size for the riders can be sourced and got fit for competition.
Margaret Welsby was asked to prepare a document on the methods she uses for grading ponies so
that people can benefit from her experience if she is not available.
Action: Margaret Welsby to document her method of grading and allocating ponies for inclusion in
“How to Organise an IMGA-sanctioned Competition”.

4.5 Use of video technology to assist refereeing
Alun Whitney’s presentation is shown in Attachment for 4.5
Alun Whitney and Davy Quinn showed the video system, purchased by Wales MGA, which was used
by referees at most IMGA events in 2018.
Members were impressed by the quality of the images and the ability to advance frame by frame or
zoom in on an incident. The system is easy to transport in a relatively small suitcase, but competition
organisers would have to provide poles for the camera plus a monitor and cabling (all of which are
standard and easy to source).
The system is best operated by a referee who can prepare the appropriate frames for the referee to
view. The implications of this process need to be considered by the Rules Committee. Judges should
still have an Ipad to help in their decisions but can also make use of the referees’ video system.
It was unanimously agreed that Alun Whitney be asked to purchase a system for IMGA, up to the
value of £1,400 to be used at IMGA-sanctioned events. He would store and maintain the system. The
system should be insured and this needs to investigated.
Decision: 18.18 Alun Whitney to purchase a video system for IMGA to a maximum price of £1,400
and maintain it for use at IMGA-sanctioned competitions
Action: The Rules Committee to adjust the rulebook to cover the implications of the operation of
the video camera a referee.
Action: Jens Martin to investigate insurance for the video system.

4.6 Non-IMGA events at IMGA Championships
Nikki Carter led a discussion about whether the holding of non IMGA-sanctioned events alongside
IMGA championships, such as U12, U14 and U17 individual competitions at the Europeans, detract
from the championships.
They can be of benefit as they produce an additional income stream. They can also provide an
opportunity for 3* referees to gain international experience. However, they must be of lower priority
than the main events and must not take attention away from the Championships.
The popularity of lower finals in individual and pairs championships was also considered and Murren
Addison was asked to undertake an online survey to find out what riders think.
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Action: Murren Addison to undertake an online survey of riders’ views of holding minor finals for
individual and pairs championships.

4.7 The impact of Brexit on IMGA
The UK Government’s guidance on equine exports in the event of a no-deal Brexit is shown in
Attachment for 4.7.
Nikki Carter said that if the deal currently being agreed goes through it is believed that there would
be no change to current arrangements.
It is believed that in any case there will be little change to the arrangements for ponies coming into
the UK.
However, we will have to wait until negotiations are complete to find out the true implications.

4.8 Arena Safety
Nikki Carter’s presentation (less videos) is shown in Attachment for 4.8.
All the safety concerns are covered by existing rules, but must be enforced if we are to do our best to
keep people safe.
Davy Quinn suggested that games should be swapped between sessions if equipment was not able to
stand up in wind.
There was discussion about having a minimum age (14 or 17) for Arena Party members.
Action: The Rules Committee to introduce a rule covering a minimum age for arena party members.

4.9 Adoption of Breathalyser Protocol, Procedure and Rules
The Risk Management’s suggested document is shown in Attachment for 4.9
There was discussion about the process of testing and the implications of sanctions.
The actual testing takes time and occupies at least two people for several hours. It was suggested
that all initial tests should take place in a two-hour period starting 1½ hours before the start of the
first heat of the day. Required re-tests could be at any time by arrangement with the testers.
The lists of persons to be randomly tested should be published in a specified location(s) at the venue
and on relevant social media before the testing period starts.
The referee can request a breathalyser test on a rider at any time if he considers that their
performance is impaired by alcohol.
There could be data protection issues relating to the retaining of names for testing at future
competitions.
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Action: Jens Martin to investigate the implications of GDPR and the retention of test results.
If two riders in a team are unable to compete there could be legal implications since they are
preventing the rest of their team from riding. The competition entry form should include that a
condition of entry is that riders, trainers and parents consent to testing and the implications of
failure.
Action: Competition organisers to include consent to breathalyser testing and the implications of
failure as a condition of entry
It was considered unfair for different sanctions to apply to riders of different ages. It was noted that
it is not illegal for younger riders to drink alcohol in certain circumstances and that countries have
different ages for the legal purchase of alcohol.
It was agreed (19 votes to 1) that any rider failing to pass a full breathalyser test at the limit specified
for their age group would not be allowed to enter the arena on that day and that their national
association would be given details so that they could impose further sanctions
Decision: 18.19 Any person failing to pass a full breathalyser test at the limit specified for their age
may not enter the arena on that day and will be reported to their national association for further
sanctions.
Action: The Rules Committee to introduce rules covering the testing procedure and sanctions.

4.10 Adoption of IMGA Ethics Policy
Nikki Carter proposed an ethics policy for IMGA (shown in attachment for 4.10).
Although it was hoped that no-one disagreed with any of the points in the policy, it is wise to have it
in place to ensure fair and ethical treatment of all riders and ponies. The policy was unanimously
accepted.
Decision: 18.20 The IMGA Ethical Policy is adopted.

4.11 Live Streaming of IMGA Sanctioned competitions
Jens Martin explained that most sports earn considerable income for TV rights for important events.
IMGA do not.
PMG-TV had been set up as a crowd funded commercial enterprise to live stream IMGA events. They
charge organisers to film their event and subscribers to watch.
Their current charges to film events are shown in Attachment for 4.11. These are very expensive for
events with multiple arenas that are required to provide live streaming. MGAGB had calculated that
it could add £17 per rider to the entry fees for 2019 WIC if all heats in each ring were live streamed.
IMGA requires live streaming of major events, but this does not have to be high quality. It was
suggested that the referee video cameras could be used to provide live streaming. Murren Addison
was asked to see if she could find alternative methods.
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Action: Murren Addison would investigate cheaper methods for live streaming events.
It was agreed that we should leave PMGTV to establish themselves over the next couple of years
before negotiating with them regarding a payment for filming rights.

4.12 World Individual Championship Trophies
Jens Martin considers the allocation of some trophies at the World Individual Championships (shown
in Attachment to 4.12) to be sexist, racist and unfair.
There was discussion about the trophies and it was agreed that all Champions should receive a
trophy and that other trophies, donated in honour of people or ponies would continue to be
presented apart from the Razara Trophy (for the highest placed non-British rider) which would be
returned to MGAGB.
The history of the trophies and why they were presented is important and should be recorded.
Action: Keith Martin to update the website to give details of the person or pony honoured by a
trophy. Members to supply Keith with these details where known.
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Nigeria

Czech Republic

✔

New Zealand

Canada

✔

Luxembourg

Burkina Faso

YES

Italy

Belgium

18.01 The individuals eligible to vote are the
International Representatives of the
member countries. They may do this by
being present in person, via a proxy (see
procedure 2 for proxy voting), or remotely
via video conferencing. A quorum is
reached when 50% of the eligible votes
plus one are present
18.02 The automatic percentage rise in Affiliation
Fees for 2019 is set at zero
18.03 The riders levy payable to IMGA is £5 for
each individual rider, £10 for each pair and
£30 for each team competing in an IMGA
sanctioned championship
18.04 04 IMGA will issue invoices to organisers of
IMGA sanctioned events for payment of
collected ride levies at the end of the
season. Late payment penalties will be
applied if payment of invoices is note
made within the specified time
18.05 IMGA membership will be cancelled for
any member receiving four late payment
penalties
18.06 Entry fees for all riders at an IMGAsanctioned event should be at the same
rate regardless of the age of competitors
18.07 IMGA to investigate the possibility of

Austria

Australia

Attachment 1 detailed voting results
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0

23

Nigeria

Canada

✔

New Zealand

Burkina Faso

✔

Luxembourg

Belgium

✔

Italy

Austria

Australia
18.09 IMGA to negotiate a memorandum of
understanding with FEI with a view to
future membership
18.10 The 2021 World Team Championships
(Open and u17) to be hosted by France
organised by La Bonde (only candidate)
18.11 The 2021 European Team and Individual
Championships to be hosted by Wales
(only candidate)
18.12 The 2021 Nations Team Championship to
be hosted by South Africa (only candidate)
18.13 Choice of host for World Pairs
Championship 2021
18.14 Choice of host for World Individual
Championship 2021
18.15 The 2019 IMGA AGM will be held on 23-24
November 2019 in Dublin, Ireland (only
candidate)
18.16 The minimum arena length required for
individual competitions is 99m with space
being removed from the changeover end
18.17 If floodlighting is used for an event there
must be a minimum of 200 lux over the
entire arena and that the lighting levels
must be verified by an independent
professional
18.18 Alun Whitney to purchase a video system
for IMGA to a maximum price of £1,400
and maintain it for use at IMGA-sanctioned
competitions

YES

NO

4

England 15
France 5
England 14
France 5
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✔
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✔
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Austria
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18.19 Any person failing to pass a full
breathalyser test at the limit specified for
their age may not enter the arena on that
day and will be reported to their national
association for further sanctions
18.20 The IMGA Ethical Policy is adopted

YES

NO

Attachment for 2.3 Financial Report
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Attachment for 2.4 Chief Referee’s Report
This has been a very busy first year for me as Chief Referee as we introduced the new ongoing grading system for referees based on experience and feedback. The 4 levels of IMGA
referees as agreed at the 2017 IMGA AGM are as follows:Referee Grading System 2018-2019
1* Star (Provisional) Referee

2** Star (Certified) Referee

Referees who have qualified through the
exam process become qualified at 1* Level.
2** Referees who are confident and capable
of refereeing at local/ regional level at any
age group without assistance.

3*** Star (Championship level) Referee

For referees who have achieved 3** Level
they need to be accessed to show that they
have capabilities of working in the pressured
environment of Championship Finals

4**** Star (International level) Referee

Referees who regularly referee at National
and International finals in all age groups at
the highest level.

A template to record refereeing experience was issued to all referees who had passed the
referee exam in 2014 -16.
IMGA now have:
10 x 4* Referees
9 x 3* Referees
16 x 2* Referees
Referees who passed the exam in 2016/17 have been invited to submit their record of
experience at the end of this year for grading.
The full list of Referees and Assistant Referees are listed on the IMGA website.
https://www.mounted-games.org/imga/referees/certified_list.html
Sub-committee / Rules Committee Meeting
In March representatives from the sub-committee and the Rules committee met for a 1 day
meeting. The aim of which was to progress the training documentation for Assistant Referee
Training and come to a consensus on the interpretation of some of the more contentious
rules!! The meeting was very worthwhile and has resulted in a number of requests to the
Rules committee to reword some rules which may have been open to misinterpretation.
Australian Team Championships
In March I was invited to Australia to referee the Australian Team Championships and host a
Referees' and an Assistant Referees' School at Wentworth. This was a very successful and
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enjoyable week with 14 newly qualified Assistant Referees and 8 newly qualified as level 1*
Referees.
Nations Championship
In July I travelled to Kentucky to Referee at the Nations Championships and host a Referees'
and an Assistant Referees' School.
The Nations Championship and Invitation Individual Competition was, as usual, very well
organised and a great success. The quality of the pool ponies was excellent with the USA
holding off a strong challenge from Australia. Great care was taken during the competition
to ensure pony and rider welfare due to the intense heat.
The Referees' and an Assistant Referees' School was in such demand that a second course
was arranged later in the week. At the end of the week we had 14 newly qualified Assistant
Referees and 9 newly qualified level 1* Referees.
Europeans Teams & Individuals Championships
In August, La Bonde hosted the European Team and Individuals Championships. In addition
to the existing sand arena a newly built second arena was provided. However, the new
arena (Vikento Arena) was considerable smaller than had been expected. Following much
discussion it was agreed that the arena was not suitable for team competition. This
resulted in scheduling problems as the U17 teams had to be moved to the already busy main
ring.
Due to the really hot weather the arenas required to be watered more than had been
originally planned. This was followed by unprecedented torrential rain and flooding, which
had a disastrous effect on both arenas and further delays. However, the organisers and
volunteers worked extremely hard to get the arenas up and running within hours.
World Team, Pairs & Individual Championships
Due to clash of dates I was unfortunately unable to be present at any of the World
Competitions but separate reports have been provided by Alun Whitney and Nikki Carter.
Ongoing Issues of Concern:
Assistant Refereeing
The standard of assistant refereeing still needs to improve! The Referee is not able to see
everything that is happening in the arena and he/she relies on the Assistant Referees to spot
infringements but many are still being missed. Although, infringements are often spotted by
arena party, and officials in the judges box, they cannot call the fault! A concern I have is
that some inexperienced and also experienced assistant referees can feel intimidated when
challenged by riders /trainers etc and therefore do not bring the infringement to the
attention of the referee. I fully appreciate that we are officiating at the highest level of our
sport and emotions run high, but intimidation and disrespect towards our officials should
not be tolerated.
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With the growing number of qualified assistant referees (109) I would hope that in the very
near future only experienced qualified assistant referees will be used at IMGA Sanctioned
competitions.
Overfull Programme
Some events have produced a time table that was full to capacity with no contingency for
delays due to accidents, bad weather or refereeing decisions. I would ask competition
organisers to please make allowances in time tables to allow for such events.
Additionally, some events require more referees to spread the workload particularly the
European Championships where both team and individuals are participating.
Referee’s Video System
A video system introduced by Alun Whitney has been a great success and we would hope to
be able to make more use of it and to speed up decision making. Alun will be presenting
more on this at the AGM.
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Attachment for 2.4 Communications Officer’s Report
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Attachments for 2.7 Competition Reports
Reviews of 2018 IMGA sanctioned competitions

World Pairs Championship (Denmark)
Organiser’s Report

This year WPC was a huge success and the atmosphere and sportsmanship was on a very high
standard the whole week.
We had 8 x U12,. 7 x U14, 25 x U17, and 57 x Open pairs.
One pony got lame the day before the competition started, luckily it was only a hoof abscess. Besides
that no ponies got lame during the week and we had no serious accidents. One rider broke his hand,
but
The arrival day was a bit chaotic, but not more than expected. Most riders and their families are by
now use to the strict fire restrictions, we got in Denmark, and by night the campsite was settled and
ponies and riders could relax.
The weather was warm and dry as the rest of the summer, which was no problem for the arena due to
the underground irrigation systems. The arena was perfect the whole week and the feedback from
riders and trainers was good.
The stables were surprisingly enough not overheated, which was something we feared would happen.
We had no delays during the competition thanks to good referees and amazing people in the
commentary box. It was a true blessing with all the voluntaries from different nations, it gave a good
energy and no one sat there for hours.
Alun’s video system was amazing and worked very well during the whole competition.
Riders and supporters followed all rules and it was a pleasure to host the event.
The party was overall a fun night in the MGA spirit. Some few U17 riders and Open riders did not
prove they were old enough to drink, which is a shame. We contacted the parents (to the U17 riders)
the next day to inform them about their child, if they did not already know. The mechanic bull was a
great success, and we regret that we did not rent it for more than 2 hours.
The cost for the entry barely covered the overall costs but due to sale of hoodies, food and beverage,
we did make a positive result. As this earning is variable we do not recommend, that you include your
profit to cover all known costs, as that makes you very vulnerable. As we have not finish the financial
statement yet, we are not sure about the overall result but around 5500 pounds.
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We lost about 1500 pounds in lost shavings and haylage as people stole it from the 2 stables where
we kept it. We do regret we did not use a lock, but on the other hand we are also a bit surprised, that
MGA people can even think of stealing from each other.
Over all we are grateful for a fantastic week with great riders, amazing ponies, positive and helpful
supporters and referees that kept the competition running in a professional way all week long.
The organizing group for Europeans 2020 will be the same and extended with two more members,
and the planning is already far ahead J

Signe Sehested
Accounts
incl. Merchandise

excl. Merchandise

Income
Entry fees, hook ups
Stall holders
Food
Tickets
Hay and bedding
Other
salg af tøj

574,700.00
0.00
96,892.07
38,500.00
16,500.00
35,124.00
49,550.00
811,266.07

Expenditure
Venue hire
Prizes
Hook ups
Stables
Hay and bedding
First Aid, vet, Fire equitment
Referees
Food, entertainment
Other, incl IMGA fee
purchase of merchandise

Result

204,727.03
18,666.70
82,500.00
133,875.00
29,725.52
57162.5
30,489.89
82,012.80
89,456.45
13696.05
742,311.94
68,954.13

Income
Entry fees, hook ups
Stall holders
Food
Tickets
Hay and bedding
Other
salg af tøj

DKK

Expenditure
Venue hire
Prizes
Hook ups
Stables
Hay and bedding
First Aid, vet, Fire equitment
Referees
Food, entertainment
Other
Purchase of merchandise

Result

574,700.00
0.00
96,892.07
38,500.00
16,500.00
35,124.00
0.00
761,716.07

PUND
67,453.05
0.00
11,372.31
4,518.78
1,936.62
4,122.54
0.00
89,403.29

204,727.03
18,666.70
82,500.00
133,875.00
29,725.52
57162.5
30,489.89
82,012.80
89,456.45
0
728,615.89

24,028.99
2,190.93
9,683.10
15,713.03
3,488.91
6,709.21
3,578.63
9,625.92
10,499.58
0.00
85,518.30

33,100.18

3,885.00

Referee and IMGA Representative’s Report

Dates: 10-14 July
Venue: Vallensbæk, Denmark
Competitors:

U12 8 pairs (2 heats)
U14 7 pairs (1 heat)
U17 25 pairs (4 heats)
Open 57 pairs (9 heats)
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Referees:

Nikki Carter (Chief Referee)
Dieter Birreck
Eivind Kjuus
Alun Whitney

Arena
The arena was more than ample for 7 lanes and the surface rode well
Equipment
Equipment was generally good, although Hilo/bank stands were not available for U12 riders, and had
to be adapted from the full size ones. The bases of these stands were very stable (Harries fencing
bases).
The arena party marshals were quick and enthusiastic and motivated the arena party
Briefings and Welcome
Briefings and draws were held in the riders’ tent with adequate PA equipment so everyone could
hear. There was no formal opening ceremony
Games
This event ran smoothly and ahead of schedule. There were no major accidents or other holdups in
the ring.
There was a case of deliberate cheating (sock wetting by arena party members), dealt with by
elimination of the pair concerned.
Safety
Riders and ponies entered the arena through one gate, which was at the edge of the grandstand and
not separated from spectators. Since riders were also collecting/returning hat silks this became a
significant bottleneck and one child was kicked. It was decided that riders should exit from a
different gate at the changeover line (at the other end of the grandstand), but this too was part of
the spectator area and several riders would not use it, as they believed their ponies would run
toward the gate on the vault.
In future there should be better separation between ponies and spectators, although given the
layout of the arena and practice arena and the locations most suitable for spectators, retail outlets
and catering, this may be difficult
Judging Box
Volunteers of many nationalities staffed the judging box. The box was quite crowded (judge, writer,
scorer, Gamespro operator, commentator and line video system operator), which meant that at
times there was confusion about who was fulfilling which role, but on the whole everything operated
smoothly
Tack Checks
The referees checked the equipment of all pairs (bits, nosebands, saddles and rider’s hats and boots)
as well as looking for riders on ponies that were of an inappropriate size.
•

Many hats were found not to meet the current safety standards and a local saddler brought
hats to the competition to sell to riders who would not otherwise have been allowed to
compete
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•
•
•

Four riders and ponies were measured and weighed – all were under the 20% limit (just in a
couple of cases!)
Some nosebands and martingales were loosened
One bit, not on the FEI specification photographs was queried, but was found to meet the
written specifications and was allowed

Stabling
The hot, dry weather meant there was little grass for corralled ponies, but people did attempt to
‘time share’ corrals, often blocking access to the stable blocks
Parking/Camping
There was adequate space for camping and parking. Weather conditions meant that the ground for
camping/parking was hard, rough and weedy.
Although the stabling and parking were on the opposite side of a main road to the arena, an
underpass meant that access was safe.
Catering
Food was available throughout the competition and, as far as I was concerned, was great!
Live stream
Live stream coverage was provided by Wilson Porter
Entertainment
A bar was open in the evenings and World Cup football matches were displayed on a large screen TV
in the bar to the enjoyment of many
The gala dinner was cowboy themed with a mechanical rodeo bull
Nikki Carter
IMGA Official and Chief Referee
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Nations Team Championship (USA)
Organiser’s Report
Nation’s Team Championships was a success both on and off the field.
We would like to thank Davy and Maggie for assisting at the referee clinics, we now have provisional referees
which will be valuable to future competitions at USMGA.
Although we were very disappointed that even though we changed the date to accommodate Canada and
South Africa their riders were still unable to attend. As you can imagine, hosting a competition with only four
teams is a financial nightmare, therefore USMGA made a loss of nearly $13,000.
On a positive note, we were grateful to our members for lending a good standard of ponies and we had plenty
of positive feedback from riders and supporters.

Referee and IMGA Representative’s Report
Arena
The Arena was excellent. This is the 2nd year of use on the all-weather arena and although the surface is still soft
it is well maintained and rode well at all times. Regular watering plus harrowing and rolling between sessions
provided an excellent surface for both riders and ponies. The arena was remarked between sessions and
throughout as required.
IPads were used on the lines and worked well.
Equipment
The equipment was good and the arena party excellent.
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Tack/Kit
Tack was checked prior to the start of the sessions (bits, nosebands, saddles and rider’s hats and boots) as well as
looking for riders on ponies that were of an inappropriate size. There was one hat that was illegal and replaced
and a rubber bit badly chewed that was rough in the pony’s mouth that was also replaced. A rider was found to
be using a spur in the warm up arena but this was swiftly dealt with.
Ponies
The fitness and standard of the pool ponies was excellent. Due to the heat pony welfare breaks were frequent,
allowing ponies and riders to cool down.
Incident
Unfortunately, Pat Neuhauser, the competition’s official photographer was seriously injured when a rider, who
had trouble vaulting ran into her. The official photographer was wearing a high Viz jacket but as she was
looking through the lens of the camera while photographing another rider she did not see the pony approach her
side on. I’m pleased to say Pat has made good improvement.
Overall
A very well organised competition, with good onsite food and entertainment.
Davy Quinn
Chief Referee
October 2018
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European Team and Individual Championships (La Bonde)
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Referee’s Report
Dates:

6-11 August

Venue: La Bonde, France
Referees:

Davy Quinn (Chief Referee)
Nikki Carter
Fabien Pigeolet
Pierre-Luc Portron
Andrew Rodaughan
Alun Whitney

Arenas
Two arenas were used:
•

The main arena (Pony Materials Arena), measured at 106 to 112m by 98m with additional run out at the
changeover end) with 8 lanes. The arena had white plank fencing which was very visible but was not secure
when stood/sat on.

•

A newly built second arena (Vikento Arena), which measured at 112.5m by 59.8m with 6 lanes. The arena
length was marked with poles set 8m (rather than 9m) apart and 2.5 m short between the start line 1m short
between the 5th pole and the changeover line. Run outs at each end were both about 4m short. Lanes widths
were set at 8.2m per lane plus 9.7m at the side. The new arena was not complete when referees arrived.
Concern was expressed about the size and the lack of kicking boards at the side as it was felt that there was
nothing to stop the surface (and possibly a pony’s leg) could slide into the surrounding ditch. After
discussion it was agreed that the arena was not suitable for team competition. This caused scheduling
problems as the U17 teams (2 heats) had to be moved to the already busy main ring.

Due to the really hot weather the arenas were watered more than had been originally planned. This was followed
by torrential rain and flooding, which had a disastrous effect on both arenas and further delays. The organisers
and volunteers worked exceptionally well to have both arenas working within a few hours. Despite this, the
positioning of equipment in several games had to be changed so that items such as socks or litter cartons did not
float away.
Although arena maintenance was generally regular and efficient, towards the end of the week remarking of
equipment placings became less accurate, causing a loss of time, as it had to be realigned.
Equipment
Equipment was generally good and the arena party marshals were efficient and motivated the arena party. There
were minor problems when they tried to act as assistant referees as well, trying to bring possible problems to the
notice of the referee.
Flood Lit Individuals
The running of Individuals under flood light whilst it provides a good atmosphere was really not adequate as it
left some areas in shadow with lack for clarity of view for the Referee, Assistant Referees and Judges. The video
view in poor light was also not great.
There were greater problems when there was pooling water on the arena as the high level lighting reflected on
the water, causing a glare and making it difficult to see the equipment.
I would strongly recommend that before La Bonde hold further ‘flood lit’ sessions at IMGA sanctioned
competitions the lighting is greatly improved and tested to ensure it meets an acceptable standard.
Timings
Timings in the programme were too optimistic and did not leave sufficient time for arena maintenance or
problems – such as accidents, disputed referee decisions or weather. This, combined with the moving of the U17
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teams to the main arena meant that the competition ran until after midnight on a couple of days. On this note I
would like to thank all the referees who worked so hard to make up time and then meet up at the end of the day’s
competition (in the early hours of the morning) to schedule a rota for the next day to ensure we remained within
the timeframe of the competition.
Tack Checks
The referees checked the equipment of all teams and Open individuals (bits, nosebands, saddles and rider’s hats
and boots) as well as looking for riders on ponies that were of an inappropriate size. Checks were only carried
out on competitors in the IMGA-sanctioned events.
It is important to note that tack checks do not cover the safety of equipment, only its eligibility under IMGA
rules.
Thanks
I would like to take this opportunity, on behalf of the competition referees, to express our grateful thanks to
Chris Wheeler whose help with translation allowed us to progress issues and keep the competition moving
forward.
Davy Quinn, Chief Referee
October 2018

IMGA Representative’s Report

Dates: 6-11 August
Venue: La Bonde, France
Competitors:

European Individuals 70 riders (8 heats)
European Teams (U12) 7 teams (1 heat)
European Teams (U14) 7 teams (1 heat)
European Teams (U17) 11 teams (2 heats)
European Teams (U12) 13 teams (2 heats)

Others:

European Masters (U12) 24 riders (4 heats)
European Masters (U14) 32 riders (6 heats)
European Masters (U17) 58 riders (10 heats)

Referees:

Davy Quinn (Chief Referee)
Nikki Carter
Fabien Pigeolet
Pierre-Luc Portron
Andrew Rodaughan
Alun Whitney

Arenas
Two arenas were used:
• The main arena (Pony Materials Arena), measured at 106 to 112m by 98m with additional run
out at the changeover end) with 8 lanes. The arena had white plank fencing which was very
visible but was not secure when stood/sat on.
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•

A newly built second arena (Vikento Arena), which measured at 112.5m by 59.8m with 6 lanes.
The arena length was marked with poles set 8m (rather than 9m) apart and 2.5 m short between
the start line 1m short between the 5th pole and the changeover line. Run outs at each end were
both about 4m short. Lanes widths were set at 8.2m per lane plus 9.7m at the side. The new
arena was not complete when referees arrived. Concern was expressed about the size and the
lack of kicking boards at the side as it was felt that there was nothing to stop the surface (and
possibly a pony’s leg) could slide into the surrounding ditch. After discussion it was agreed that
the arena was not suitable for team competition. This caused scheduling problems as the U17
teams (2 heats) had to be moved to the already busy main ring

There was limited space for riders warming up their ponies prior to competing, with complaints
being raised about the grass/earth area by the stables
Arena maintenance was regular and efficient. Towards the end of the week remarking of equipment
placings became less accurate, causing a loss of time, as it had to be realigned.
Arena lighting was used in the dark. This was not really adequate as it left some areas in shadow.
There were greater problems when there was standing water on the arena as the high level lighting
reflected on the water making it even harder to see. The games were adapted to make riding safer in
the semi-finals held in the dark on the wet surface.
Equipment
Equipment was generally good
The arena party marshals were quick and enthusiastic and motivated the arena party. There were
minor problems when they tried to act as assistant referees as well, trying to bring possible problems
to the notice of the referee.
Briefings and Welcome
Although riders drew their own numbers, the Gamespro draw was done in advance, which meant
that the heats included riders who did not declare, meaning there were uneven heats.
There was an unmounted Opening Ceremony.
Information
Information was disseminated via Facebook (which not everyone had access to, either because of
lack of signal or because they do not subscribe). Loudspeaker announcements could not be heard by
anyone who was not by the ring, so even when they were given in multiple languages, they were
missed or not understood
The information tent was staffed by volunteers, but at times the volunteers did not know the
information they were supposed to be providing and often non-French speakers had problems in
finding out what they needed to know.
Ground Jury
The ground jury (responsible for matters such as programme changes and discipline) and comprising
at least the chief Referee, the IMGA representative and a representative of the organising committee
was not named in the programme. They had a lot to do with so many programme changes due to
weather and the arenas and discussions were often ad hoc.
There was one disciplinary incident, which was settled at the time by mutual agreement, although
the complainant has since stated she is not happy with the decision.
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Games
Timings in the programme were optimistic and did not leave sufficient time for arena maintenance or
problems –such as accidents, disputed referee decisions or weather. This, combined with the moving
of the U17 teams to the main arena meant that the competition ran until after midnight on a couple
of days.
On the first couple of days the weather was very hot meaning arenas had to be watered more than
scheduled. This was followed by torrential rain and flooding, which had a disastrous effect on both
arenas. The organisers and volunteers worked exceptionally well to have both arenas working within
a few hours. Despite this, the positioning of equipment in several games had to be changed so that
items such as socks or litter cartons did not float away
There were further cases of sock wetting, but since previously wet socks were mixed with dry socks it
became impossible to determine responsibility. The problem went away when it was decided to wet
all socks.
It was decided to run the second parts of the Open and U17 team B finals together to save time.
However, this was taken to extremes when there was no presentation to the riders and they were
hustled out of the ring and told to take a rosette from a box on their way out. This was upsetting to
riders who were proud to have been selected to represent their country.
Safety
Many riders ignored signs asking them to keep out of the area where electric cables ran to the
bouncy castles.
Prior to the start of the competition a pony’s leg went through the bridge between the stables and
the rest of the venue. This was rapidly repaired, but should have been checked prior to the accident.
Stabling
There were insufficient water taps by the stables. In the hot weather people washing off ponies
made the area very muddy and when it rained the area became even worse.
The heavy rain caused flooding in some stables. It also meant that the spare straw became soaked,
so there was little riders could do to make their ponies comfortable.
Riders could pre-book corralling areas if required (with vet certificates or payment), but it was
apparent that several riders abused this and put up corrals without permission
Judging Box
The volunteers in the box were mainly French and worked very long hours. They resisted attempts to
relieve them until heats were starting at 7.30am when there was no one available and volunteers
had to be found from spectators who were awake.
GamesPro data entry was often sporadic and, once again, the program’s problems with sorting riders
into minor individual finals when there were tiebreaks for riders not competing became apparent.
Assistant Referring
Although it is not an IMGA rule, 5 points were to be deducted from riders who failed to provide an
assistant referee. However, information about which heat they should referee was very unclear, with
different information being provided in the programmes, on the information notices displayed or
over the PA system. This meant that deductions were (or were not) applied unfairly, and then
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rescinded. The system must be clearly explained at the briefing and then adhered to throughout the
event and enforced equally
Tack Checks
The referees checked the equipment of all teams and Open individuals (bits, nosebands, saddles and
rider’s hats and boots) as well as looking for riders on ponies that were of an inappropriate size.
Checks were only carried out on competitors in the IMGA-sanctioned events
• Many hats were found not to meet the current safety standards and riders had to purchase
new hats from the Pony Materials stand on site.
• One rider in the U14 individuals was measured and weighed and found to be c4kg
overweight, They were allowed to continue to ride but warned that they would not be
allowed to compete at a sanctioned event. Their national organisation was informed
• A couple of riders had very fluffy cheek pieces removed from their bridles. Although they
claimed these were fitted to prevent rubbing, they decided to remove them rather than have
the fluff trimmed to a size where it no longer acted as blinkers.
It is important to note that tack checks do not cover the safety of equipment, only its eligibility under
IMGA rules.
Parking/Camping
Camping and parking was a bit tight in some areas and there were problems with electric hook up
tripping out when the system became overloaded.
There were many portable toilet units on site for the competition, although these arrived after most
people did. They could probably have been emptied more frequently, particularly towards the end of
the week as some people used them to empty their personal toilet cassettes
Catering
Food was available throughout the competition from mobile outlets and, in the evenings in a large
marquee. I must admit I did not get to have many evening meals as I was refereeing during serving
hours – and I imagine I was not the only one to have that problem!
Live stream
Live stream coverage was provided by PMG-TV
Entertainment
A bar was open in the evenings in the indoor school and marquee, keeping most of the camping area
reasonably quiet.
The gala dinner was extremely good with a champagne reception and excellent catering brought in
Post-Event
Directly after the event I shared the majority of the problems with the organisers so that matters
could be sorted before the World Individual Championships
Nikki Carter, IMGA Official
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World Team Championships (Belgium)
Organiser’s Report
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Referee’s Report
The venue for the world team championships in Ghlin, Belgium, was a very nice venue based at a horse race
track where they had the use of the stables, grandstand and an all-weather surface built in the middle of the race
track.
The layout of the site was a little bit spread out but everyone seems to be more than happy with the facilities
provided. Unfortunately, groundsmen had not done any work to the arena surface prior to the competition. When
we arrived at the venue there were small clumps of grass and weeds growing through the surface. In the early
qualifying rounds of the competition there were complaints from competitors about the surface and they said
they felt as if their ponies were going to trip up on it. As the competition continued efforts were made to improve
the surface with regular watering and maintenance and by the time we came to the finals on the Saturday and
Sunday the arena was riding very well. It is a pity that it wasn't at this standard at the commencement of the
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competition. Each team was allowed a training session in the main ring but other practice facilities were limited,
mainly restricted to a warm up area.
Both under 17s and open team competitions were of a very good standard. Pierre-Luc Portron refereed the open
age group and I refereed the under 17s competition.
There were two serious accidents, one in the under 17s where unfortunately a pony had to be put down following
a collision and also a serious collision in the opens where a pony had to receive veterinary attention and be
removed from arena in a horse ambulance. I’m glad to say that the second pony made a full recovery.
Compliments must be made to the manner in which these two unfortunate incidents were dealt with in a very
professional manner by ERS and officials at event. The first incident involved a pony in the English team in the
under 17s competition where there was a collision between a loose pony from the Irish team and the last rider in
the English team in the Joust race. The Under 17s competition was suspended for that day and Joust was played
in the second part of the final.
The second incident involved the Belgian team in the second part of the final when there was a collision of two
of their own ponies at the changeover end of the arena on a changeover after a rider returned back into the arena
to correct a mistake. Both of these incidents were accidents which were not in any way anything to do with the
arena or riding surface. There was a degree of rider error on both occasions. This incident resulted in a long
delay of up to an hour in the competition. The teams left the arena and returned after the incident have been
dealt with. The competition was then restarted without Belgium as they retired at that stage.
Apart from those two incidents the competition ran fairly smoothly. The equipment was of a good standard but
there were once again issues with the Joust with lances being damaged.
On occasions the standard of assistant refereeing was once again not of the required standard. The extra video
cameras in use were very useful in assuring that the correct result was obtained.
Following the completion of the final session of each day, a debrief was held with all team trainers and officials.
This was found to be very beneficial, as any concerns over competition administration or infrastructure were
raised at the earliest opportunity.
Belgium MGA must be congratulated on running a well organised competition at a lovely venue where they
provided a welcoming atmosphere a good competition, good food and good company.
Alun Whitney

IMGA Representative’s Report

Dates: 20-25 August
Venue: Hippodrome de Wallonie, Belgium
Competitors: Open 14 teams
U17 11 teams
Referees:

Alun Whitney (Chief Referee)
Pierre-Luc Portron

Arena
The arena was 160m by 80m. The surface was initially rather deep and fluffy and appeared to need
watering. After rainfall and regular maintenance it became firmer and rode very well.
The reduced width meant that lane 1 was narrower than desired and when it came to the final heat
some trainers were deliberately getting eliminated in games to ensure that their team was not in the
narrow lane for certain games in the final.
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Equipment
Equipment was generally good, although there were problems with joust lances, one of which
snapped at the midpoint during a changeover and several bent at the handle
Equipment was colour coded for each lane, which helped ensure setting up
The arena party marshals were exceptionally hard working, ensuring that everything was ready for
the arena party.
Briefings and Welcome
The briefing was multilingual and thorough, helping people to understand what was going on, but
that did mean that it took a long time.
There was pre-draw to determine in what order teams drew their numbers in the main draw rather
than doing so alphabetically.
There was a mounted Opening Ceremony.
Information
Information was disseminated via Facebook (which not everyone had access to, either because of
lack of signal or because they do not subscribe).
Loudspeaker announcements were seldom used as the arena was too far away from the stables and
camping area
The information office was on the Grandstand and was efficiently staffed.
Ground Jury
The Ground Jury (responsible for matters such as programme changes and discipline) had little to do
during the week apart from decide the winners of the Druro Cup for horsemanship (awarded to
Australia).
Games
The big benefit of the World Team Championships is that there are only four heats so timing
becomes far less crucial.
Borrowed Ponies
The standard of borrowed and self-sourced ponies, which were loaned by people from across
Europe, was very good
Safety
Unfortunately there were two serious accidents in the ring, both of which were unavoidable and
were sympathetically and efficiently handled by ERS (employed for paramedic and security services),
the on site veterinary surgeons, the organisers and many (at times too many) helpers. Without
wishing to dwell on the specific incidents, there are a couple of matters that could be considered in
future:
•

A horse ambulance, equipped with winch and slings at the ringside is better than a trailer. A
reserve trailer should also be readily available for when there are two ponies injured or, as
happened here, one trailer is in use when the second is required.
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•

Spectators should be kept well away and should stay away. There is nothing more distressing
than looking up to see a bunch of children and/or adults who have sneaked around the ring to
have a look from the back of the screens

•

Live stream must obviously be stopped immediately, but some form of information needs to be
provided for on-line viewers, possibly a screen stating that games have been temporarily halted
and will recommence as soon as possible

Stabling
The stabling and other facilities were excellent.
Judging Box
The appointed volunteers in the box were multinational, quick and accurate.
Results were disseminated using MG-Scoreboard, which was updated game by game
Tack Checks
Marilyn Hackman and I checked the equipment of all teams (bits, nosebands, saddles and rider’s hats
and boots) as well as looking for riders on ponies that were of an inappropriate size. Riders were
obviously getting used to the system since there were only a couple of problem hats
Breathalyser
Mari Leach (a qualified nurse) and I tested the use of the breathalyser procedure at the competition.
The organisers provided the use of the racecourse doping stable (most appropriate!) Everyone tested
passed (including many people passing who wanted to try the breathalyser), but it is obvious that the
process needs to be revised, as at present it is very cumbersome. This will be reviewed with eth risk
management sib-committee.
Parking/Camping
Camping and parking was a bit tight in some areas and spacious in others, mainly due to people
parking in groups where they wanted. There were occasional problems with electric hook up tripping
out when the system became overloaded.
Security staff and organisers ensured that the camping area was quiet over night
There were many portable toilet and shower units on site and these were kept clean and sanitary
Catering
Food was available throughout the competition from mobile outlets and for breakfast and dinner in
the indoor school. The food was very good.
Live stream
Live stream coverage was provided by PMGTV
Entertainment
A bar was open in the grandstand by the ring every evening and there were activities for all in the
early and late evening (water slides, games on foot, quizzes and karaoke)
The gala dinner was enjoyable and went on for much of the night.
Nikki Carter
IMGA Official
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World Individual Championships (La Bonde)
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Referee’s Report
Following the short turnaround between the world pairs competition and the world individuals competition the
organisers La Bonde tried to implement many of the requested changes to be made following the world pairs
competition.
Unfortunately no kickboards were added to the Vikento Ring as requested, but as the arena was only going to be
used for younger age groups and for a very few sessions it was felt it was safe to play individual games on that
arena. It is strongly recommended that kickboards be added before any further team events are held on that
arena.
Whilst the organisers did make improvements on the administrative side this still left a lot to be desired. As a
result, there had to be a redraw for the Open age group due to the fact that correct information was not available
at the time of briefing on the actual number of competitors declared.
After the redraw there was subsequently another adjustment to the draw that I was not made of or aware of until
after the session was completed, it seems that it for whatever reason heat 7 Session 1 was played first before heat
1 resulting in a rider who was not aware of the change missing heat 7 through no fault of their own. Another
rider then volunteered to miss one session to allow this rider to be moved to their heat.
Once again bad weather disrupted the competition with very heavy rain falling in a short time. Competition had
to be stopped for a prolonged period in order for the organisers to remove surface water. Unfortunately the
method of removal on the water was to later cause problems as in moving the water they also moved the sand
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leaving some areas with thin cover. This was to cause us problems in the following morning sessions. It was
brought to my attention in session 3 by the referee at the time that a pony had fallen over whilst turning in three
mug. The rider was pointing out that the pony had slipped on the now exposed hard surface which was only just
below the sand. It was decided to continue after moving all lanes across one lane leaving out lane one. The race
was then rerun. In a later race there was another faller this time whilst turning around the bin at the changeover
end. Upon inspection it is once again clear to see that the lack of sand and now exposed under surface was
unsafe to ride on.
The decision was made to suspend the competition until such time as the arena could be made safe to ride again.
The organisers must be complemented in the manner in which they pulled out all the stops to get the arena back
to a playable condition. My attention was drawn during this break to an incident that happened in heat 1 where a
pony also fell whilst turning around a bin at the changeover end. At the time no one was aware of the ground
circumstances so the race was not rerun as it was not practical to get riders from heat 1 back into the arena to
rerun the game. After consultation with fellow referee it was initially decided to remove that game (Association)
for all heats in that session and replay it in another session. There was concern about doing this from the riders
as it now meant they were going to play the game against a different set of riders therefore altering the draw.
Therefore the decision was made to remove the game completely with no points awarded for Association in line
with CR16.
These events aside the competition ran fairly smoothly with the arena riding well towards the end of the week
when it had time to settle down from the extreme weather. There was a panic on session 3 of the Opens with
limited daylight hours left to play the seven sessions. An appeal was made to the arena party to pull out all stops
in order to complete the sessions within the time available as it would have been unfair to expect any riders to
complete their heats on the following morning which should also be semi-final day. I'm pleased to say that with
the preparation of arena party and riders we were able to complete sessions within 20 minutes one session
actually being run in less than 15 minutes and we actually finished before the scheduled stopping time. These
times even included video replays and appeals. I think it is well worth noting for the future that if people
cooperate session times can be reduced and I think it is important for the sport as a spectacle that set up time is
minimised as audiences do not wish to watch 3+ minutes of arena party between 30+ seconds of game time in
individuals. It is always frustrating as a referee to watch arena party ambling across the arena after setting out
games chatting casually as they walk, so practical ideas on how we speed this part of our sport up must become a
priority.
Once again the video system was very helpful in achieving the right decisions for riders. Whilst some of the
referees had limited experience of operating the system, on an occasions it did take longer than desired time
overall the system work. Whilst in its the infancy improvements can still be made.
Overall the event was well run with competitors being happier with overall conditions, for any future events
there needs to be improvement to the arenas particularly drainage, and also a more structured administrative
system that is accessible for information at any time.
One of the improvements requested from the world pairs was the covering of electrical cables behind the arena
leading to bouncy castle and catering stand unfortunately this was not completed and whilst there was less traffic
through this area for this event it is only an accident waiting to happen with electric cables across areas that
horses travel and must be resolved for the future
Alun Whitney, Chief Referee for Event
IMGA Representative’s Report

Dates: 28 August - 1 September
Venue: La Bonde, France
Competitors: Open 53 riders (7 heats)
U17 48 riders (6 heats)
U14 30 riders (4 heats)
U12 22 riders (3 heats)
Others: Veterans 11 riders (2 heats)
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Referees:

Alun Whitney (Chief Referee)
Nikki Carter
Mark Crowe
Christine Mazière
Anthony Rowles-Jones
Davyd Wright

Programme
The U12 and U14 riders competed in their heats on Tuesday and Wednesday, with the older rider
having heats on Thursday and Friday
Arenas
Two arenas were used:
•

The main arena (Pony Materials Arena), measured at 106 to 112m by 98m with additional run
out at the changeover end) with 8 lanes.

•

A newly built second arena (Vikento Arena), which measured at 112.5m by 59.8m with 6 lanes,
used for Veteran heats and minor finals

It was discovered that recent flooding of the main arena had led to areas having a very thin cover of
sand over the compacted clay. This was largely overcome by moving all lanes over 4.5m to utilise
better cover and adding sand in problematic areas.
Arena maintenance was regular and efficient.
Equipment
Equipment was generally good
The arena party marshals were quick and enthusiastic and motivated the arena party.
Briefings and Welcome
The tack checks were used as a form of declaration for the competition. However, since some riders
did not attend their tack check the declaration numbers were wrong, which meant that there had to
be a re-draw of rider numbers for the open age group.
Information
Information was disseminated via Facebook (which not everyone had access to, either because of
lack of signal or because they do not subscribe) and was posted on notices on the commentary box
Ground Jury
The ground jury, comprising at least the chief Referee, the IMGA representative and a representative
of the organising committee, dealt with one contentious issue. When the arena was found to be
lacking proper cover it was discovered that a pony had fallen whilst in the lead in Association Race in
a previous heat. This obviously put them at a disadvantage so it was ruled that all scores for
Association race for the Open riders would be discarded. This was, of course, highly unpopular with
those who had done well in the game and very popular with those who had not.
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Games
Timings in the programme were optimistic and did not leave sufficient time for arena maintenance or
problems –such as accidents, disputed referee decisions or weather. Despite this it was possible
(just) to get through the programme in daylight.
Of particular note is the fact that there was less than 2.5 hours of light left to complete the last 7
open heats. A superb effort by everyone, including many volunteer arena party members meant that
this was achieved, with one heat of 7 games actually being completed in just 16 minutes
Safety
Paramedic cover was provided
Stabling
Stabling was adequate as there were far fewer riders than at the European Championships, and less
extreme weather.
Judging Box
Many additional volunteers of different nationalities worked in the judge’s box and were restricted
to no more than four consecutive heats. This reduced tiredness.
GamesPro was used to disseminate scores. The program’s problems with sorting riders into minor
finals when there were tiebreaks for riders not competing became apparent, as did a new problem.
When riders going into the semi-finals are in equal scores they should be placed according to their
draw number. It was apparent that this is not how GamesPro was doing this and manual changes had
to be made.
Assistant Referring
Although it is not an IMGA rule, it was proposed that 5 points be deducted from riders who failed to
provide an assistant referee. However, information about which heat they should referee was
contradictory, with different information being provided in the programmes, on the information
notices displayed or over the PA system. This meant that deductions were (or were not) applied
unfairly, and then rescinded. The system must be clearly explained at the briefing and then adhered
to throughout the event and enforced equally
Tack Checks
The referees checked the equipment of all riders (bits, nosebands, saddles and rider’s hats and
boots) as well as looking for riders on ponies that were of an inappropriate size. Several rider/pony
combinations were weighed and measured but all found (just) to be within the rules.
Riders were obviously getting used to the system since there were only a couple of problem hats.
One rider purchased a new hat from off site and then cut the tag out. The referee then had to
inspect the re-found tag and the hat to check that they did belong to each other!
Two illegal bits (happy mouth snaffles) were found at the event and apparently both had been used
at previous IMGA events this year. The bit concerned is a mild straight bar, but does not have a
smooth mouthpiece and is specifically described as not allowed in the photographic guide on the
IMGA website. I can only accept responsibility for this – I had made sure that someone else checked
the English riders at previous events as I did not wish to be accused of any form of favouritism and
had failed to check that all other referees checking at previous events were aware of the legality of
the bit.
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Parking/Camping
Camping and parking was a bit tight in some areas, mainly due to people parking where they wished
and not considering others.
There were many portable toilet units on site for the competition. They could probably have been
emptied more frequently, particularly towards the end of the week as some people used them to
empty their personal toilet cassettes
Catering
Food was available throughout the competition from mobile outlets and in the on-site café. I found
the food very good
Live stream
Live stream coverage was provided by PMGTV
Entertainment
A bar was open in the evenings in the indoor school and marquee, keeping most of the camping area
reasonably quiet.
I am unable to comment on the gala dinner, as I had to leave before it – but it looked and smelled
very good!
Nikki Carter
IMGA Official
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Attachment for item 2.8 Sub-Committees
Training and Qualifications
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Strategic Planning
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Attachments for item 3.6
World Team Championships (Wales)
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World Pairs Championships (MGAGB)
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World Individual Championships (MGAGB)
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Nations Team Championship (New Zealand)

Canterbury MGA in conjunction with NZMGA are hosting the Nations team Championships for 2019.
As this is the 1st time an International event has been hosted in the South Island of New Zealand, we are hoping
the overseas teams will enjoy our fantastic hospitality and spectacular scenery.
The event will be hosted at Trents Estate Vineyard with the finals held at the Ellesmere Agricultural & Pastoral
Show.
Trent’s Estate is a family run business which holds weddings at its historic premises. We have planned to host
the preliminary rounds of competition at Trent’s Estate and use their fantastic facilities as 'Home base'. The
grounds and paddocks cover 28.5 hectares with great shelter for camper vans / tents for participating teams, pony
paddocks and yards for the comfort of our equine athletes and plenty of space to ride and get to know the ponies.
Trents is just 15 minutes from Christchurch International Airport and Christchurch City. Local supermarkets,
banks and retail shopping including outlet stores is a 5 minute drive.
The finals will be held at the Ellesmere A&P show. This is a local rural agricultural show which hosts a variety
of competitions on show day from cattle, sheep, sheep shearing, wood chopping, poultry the usual showing,
show hunter and show jumping competitions as well as sideshows, a large vintage machinery section and trade
displays. The 2019 show will have the added main event of the FINALS OF THE NATIONS
CHAMPIONSHIPS and they are really looking forward to a grand display of some top International riders!
We have a website soon to open with all the details as well as a Facebook page that will be updated regularly for
participating countries to keep up with what is happening. Planning is coming along very well at this stage.
Below are some links to view the grounds at Trents estate as well as some of the activities that riders and
supporters can attend.
www.trentsvineyard.co.nz
https://ellesmereshow.co.nz/
https://www.christchurchnz.com/new-zealand/
https://www.tourism.net.nz/region/canterbury
https://www.ccc.govt.nz/parks-and-gardens/christchurch-botanic-gardens/
https://www.iceberg.co.nz
Sue Robertson, Convenor of Nations 2019, sue.robertson@windowslive.com
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Attachment for item 3.7 Details of 2020 Sanctioned competitions
World Pairs Championships (Germany)
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Attachment for item 4.2 Arena Sizes and Surfaces
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Attachment for item 4.3 Arena Lighting

IMGA - USE OF FLOODLIT ARENAS
1/11/2018
Overview

Project Background and Description
Floodlit competitions are becoming more and more popular in our sport. We have seen international events run under
light at European’s Northern Ireland, World Individuals Wales, European Championship Labonde, European
Championships England to name but a few……. These competitions allow organizers more ring time but also create an
exciting event that both riders and supporters crave for.
This said IMGA and event organizers have a duty of care to keep our riders safe and to have standards in place as in any
other sport as to minimum lighting standards at ANY POINT in an arena.
Recently there have been increased concerns about the standard of lighting, from riders, spectators and referees leading
in some cases to referees refusing to officiate the competition.

Project Scope
The advice in this document is for us to start understanding international requirements for sports lighting and to help
organizers plan their event effectively and safely and to be able to budget for the correct lighting.
Information was taken from Sports England Data which governs sport in England in line with the rest of the Worlds
International Sports. (full document attached)
Design and advice from Kingfisher Lighting who are listed in the Sports England advice pack but have been instrumental in
providing advice for many top-level sports arenas.

Lux
Lux – the unit of measurement of illuminance – one lux equals one lumen per square meter

Examples
Achieving an illuminance of 500 lux might be possible in a home kitchen with a single fluorescent light fixture with an output
of 12000 lumens.
To light a factory floor with dozens of times the area of the kitchen would require dozens of such fixtures. Thus, lighting a larger
area to the same level of lux requires a greater number of lumens.

Official standards set by Sports England
Grade 1 International

Grade 2 Club

Grade 3 Community

Athletics

500

200

100

Cricket

750

500

300

Football

500

200

100

Rugby

500

200

100

Equestrian

500

300

200
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Our Current level of lighting
On showing videos of our competitions under floodlights Kingfishers estimation would be that in some areas of our arenas
we have illumination of less than 50 lux and maybe as low as 20.

Challenges
One of the greatest challenges that we will have is because of the width of our arenas the light fades the further away you
get from the light so our stand, post etc. would need to be 15m off the ground and through all my research I cannot find
any temporary mobile lighting system over 10m when fully extended.
The advice is that scissor lifts give the safest options when it comes to working at that height and you use fixing brackets
directly onto these.

See Proposal from Lee Hater King Fisher Lighting (Attached headed
‘The Showground))
Everything you require is on the report on page 5 there is a grey scale drawing to show you roughly were the shadowing will be. In
sports we identify shadowing (dark patches) through uniformity and on the drawing, we are in compliance with of 0.60. In sports
this is one of the higher uniformity levels and is usually used in sports such as hockey, tennis so using this level for the fast-paced
horse riding should be more than adequate.
The arena is lit to 452 lux maintained as we have also allowed for a 10 % deficiency so when first installed it will be roughly 500
lux. This level of light is generally used in high level of professional football, hockey and tennis and is a very substantial amount of
light.
We have used our flat to ground Elevas fitting which reduces glare and light spill and is specifically designed to accommodate
sports.
Food for thought – to provide the safe amount of light this design has 8 towers, on each of those 8 towers is 6 floodlights, a total of 48
individual floodlights.

Conclusion
Going forward I think the responsibility should fall on the organizer to produce a certificate/report similar to this from the
lighting expert if temporary lights are to be used or if permanent lights are on site then to get a professional in to test that
in any spot on the arena that the lighting does not fall below 200 lux which is the very minimum Sports England recognize
as a standard for equestrian sport but everyone should aim for this to be closer to 500 lux average falling to a minimum of
300 lux.
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Attachment for item 4.4 Allocation of Borrowed Ponies
Document prepared by Carol Jones
Having attended IMGA World Team Championship competitions for the past 20 years, 12 of those with a nonEuropean team, I have observed that there is no consistent rule regarding the allocation of borrowed ponies.
Some teams self-source ponies but that is not available to all.
Whilst we are delighted to welcome new non-European countries to IMGA this escalates the problem.
I am well aware that we do not want to discourage member countries to host WTC competitions but I feel
that there should be a stipulation that borrowed ponies must be provided.
At Kentucky WTC in 2015, ponies were graded A to E, according to experience, A being the most experienced,
teams were then allocated as many A’s that were equally available then Bʼs etc. Each rider had informed us of
their height/weight on the entry form and we ensured that each team was allocated ponies of equal ability. This
worked really well.
My observation was that a problem arose when it came to reserve ponies, very few teams wanted to change their
allocation but the few that did got into a bit of a pony war over one pony in particular, partly due to the owner of
the pony.
On the whole I believe that all competing at Kentucky WTC were satisfied.
In South Africa most riders had pool ponies, with height/weight rules being tightened the ponies were separated
into size and ability before being drawn. Obviously availability of competitive ponies was limited but the draw
was more random and the results uneven. Again there were problems with pool pony allocation.
This year in Belgium, there were not many pool ponies available therefore most were self-sourced but there was
a question in the briefing asking how reserve ponies were being allocated, surely there should be a hard and fast
rule?
From a personal point of view, our teams have self-sourced regularly but not everyone has access to ponies on
the other side of the world and sometimes this can be a popularity vote, who you know etc.
Also, very experienced teams will understandably be offered ponies more easily. This problem has been
compounded by having Open and U17 teams at the same competition, countries now requiring at least 10
ponies.
Proposed ruling :
1. Sufficient ponies available for each country outside of the home continent.
2. Grade each pool pony by size/ability. Acquire all weights/height of riders (on entry form) then fairly put into
teams of five.
3. Reserve ponies would also be graded then be drawn if required.
I would appreciate if the committee could discuss this and if an agreement is reached add the rule to the “How to
run an IMGA competition” document.
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Attachment for item 4.5 World Team Championships (Open and U17)
Use of video technology to assist refereeing

In the past some teams have suffered as a consequence of poor assistant refereeing. The introduction
of the appeals procedure gave riders and teams the opportunity to appeal any decisions they felt to be
unjustified. However, this appeals process had no teeth if alternative evidence of actual happenings is
not available. With this in mind we started looking at using additional video equipment to record
various areas of the arena.
I-Pads were initially used. They produced good quality video and, with some training, were easy to
cue up. However there were downsides, including:
•
•
•
•
•

The requirement for an operator for each device,
The lack of battery life even with intermittent recording,
Limited memory in an iPod
The iPods are not totally weather proof and
They are expensive to purchase

GoPro cameras were also looked at. It was found that whilst the picture quality was very good from
an SD card in camera, when the picture was transmitted over Wi-Fi, it was of lower quality and slow
.A receiving device like a laptop was also required. Whilst Go Pros have their uses, they are not very
practical for use in quick review.
A four camera Swann security system was purchased to be trialled as a refereeing assistance system.
Wales MGA kindly purchased this system. It proved to be very successful as it provided very good
picture quality. However, viewing the system to view the footage was not particularly user-friendly
and sometimes it took a while to get to the starting point required.
A Hikvision Security camera system was purchased by Wales MGA on the advice of a local security
firm. This system gave had a much improved access to footage required with simple user-friendly
software. Unfortunately the cameras with the system are not all of the same quality as the original
Swann system.
The experience of using these systems meant that we had better knowledge of what is required in a
system. Therefore, in 2018, some upgraded cameras were purchased with varying zoom distances and
of varying picture definition qualities.
The four camera systems have been used at several IMGA events including:
•
•
•

2016 World Team Championships (Ireland) and World Individual Championships (Wales)
2017 European Championships (England)
2018 World Pairs Championships (Denmark), European Championships (France), World
Teams Championships (Belgium) and World Individual Championships (France)

The system has been well accepted and appreciated by all referees who have used it, even though the
system is still at an experimental stage with improvements being made and further improvements
being planned.
We currently use 4 cameras:
•
•

Camera 1 positioned on start finish line (normally in Judges’ Box). This camera can
work independently and also as a back up to the I pad used by the judges
Camera 2 positioned to look diagonally across the Arena from the start-finish line to
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•
•

the far corner. This covers the majority of the arena not covered by cameras on the
start and changeover lines
Camera 3 positioned to look across the centre of arena
Camera 4 Positioned to look across the changeover line

The system allows us to zoom in to a section of video that is being played, but then we have no control
over the video. We would like to purchase a more sophisticated control box, which would allow the
user to zoom and control the video at the same time.
We are looking at positioning additional cameras on the far side of the arena, but currently we are
restricted, as cable length cannot exceed 100m. We hope that this can be extended to 200m using
cabling and switch controls or, even better, by using Wi-Fi cameras.
Due to cable length restrictions it has been not possible to get a camera to back line of the Arena, but
at the 2018 World Individuals a camera was positioned in the centre of the fence behind the startfinish line giving a view up the middle of the Arena. This camera proved to be very helpful in looking
at contested eliminations for obstruction. There was one incident in which I was involved with when a
trainer appealed that his rider had been obstructed. I was the Assistant Referee on the start finish line
and thought it was a poor appeal from what I saw of the alleged obstruction. However, when the video
was viewed there was a clear obstruction. One of our priorities must be to get a camera or cameras to
look up and down the arena.
Other useful cameras would be one viewing a reverse angle on the start-finish line from the far side of
the arena and, possibly, a reverse angle camera on the changeover line.
The main advantage of the security camera system is that it continues to record; even when a referee is
watching recorded video. It can be left on 24 hours a day record everything happening in the arena –
including catching a team practicing in the main arena at the Europeans at 6am after everyone had
been told the arena was not to be used.
One of the few negative comments we have received about the system is that when referees check the
video it takes time and disrupts the flow of the competition. In general checking the video should not
slow down the running of competition, particularly when experienced operators are in control of the
system. Whilst it is essential that it is the referee who views the footage and makes any decisions
based upon it, it is not necessary for the referee to actually control system. With good radio
communication the operator should have the required part of the video cued up by the time the referee
enters the control tower or commentary box. Alternatively, the competition could continue and the
recorded video could be viewed at a convenient time. At the 2018 World Individuals one session was
completed in less than 20 minutes and that included two appeals and a line fault check by the referee,
so with a good operator, the system can work even under time restrictions
There have been calls to have a video referee placed in the Judges’ Box. If that is implemented this
person must be a qualified referee.
Many riders and trainers ask to be view the video showing an offence. Currently we do not allow this
as it is considered better for the referee to view the incident without someone trying to influence them,
and could be very time consuming. However, it is technically possible (and quite simple) to position a
video monitor outside the judges’ box so that anybody who wishes to see the review of the video can
watch whatever the referee is watching.
To date the developing the video system has kindly been funded with the help of MGA Wales. I
believe it is now time for other countries and IMGA to help refine and develop the system for all
major championships.
The main system, which includes the controller box and cameras, is quite compact and easily
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transportable. The more bulky stuff like the monitor (which can be any TV or monitor with HDMI),
camera stands, tripods and cables are not quite so easy to transport, particularly if flights are involved,
but would be fairly easy to source locally so could be provided by the event organisers.
The cost of the current system (not including all stands) £600-£700
The cost of the ideal system £1000- £1,200.
Alun Whitney
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Attachment for item 4.7 The Impact of Brexit on IMGA
Taking horses abroad if there’s no Brexit deal
Gov UK Guidance
Published 12 October 2018
A scenario in which the UK leaves the EU without agreement (a ‘no deal’ scenario) remains unlikely
given the mutual interests of the UK and the EU in securing a negotiated outcome.
Negotiations are progressing well and both we and the EU continue to work hard to seek a positive
deal. However, it’s our duty as a responsible government to prepare for all eventualities, including
‘no deal’, until we can be certain of the outcome of those negotiations.
For two years, the government has been implementing a significant programme of work to ensure
the UK will be ready from day 1 in all scenarios, including a potential ‘no deal’ outcome in March
2019.
It has always been the case that as we get nearer to March 2019, preparations for a no deal scenario
would have to be accelerated. Such an acceleration does not reflect an increased likelihood of a ‘no
deal’ outcome. Rather it is about ensuring our plans are in place in the unlikely scenario that they
need to be relied upon.
This series of technical notices sets out information to allow businesses and citizens to understand
what they would need to do in a ‘no deal’ scenario, so they can make informed plans and
preparations.
This guidance is part of that series.
Also included is an overarching framing notice explaining the government’s overarching approach to
preparing the UK for this outcome in order to minimise disruption and ensure a smooth and orderly
exit in all scenarios.
We are working with the devolved administrations on technical notices and we will continue to do so
as plans develop.
Purpose
This notice explains the actions those involved in moving horses and other equines from the UK to
countries within the EU, for example for racing, competition or breeding, would need to consider if
the UK leaves the EU in March 2019 without a deal.
Before 29 March 2019
The movement of horses and other equines between the UK and other EU countries is subject to EU
rules, mostly detailed in Council Directive 2009/156/EC and Commission Implementing Regulation
(EU) 2015/262. These govern the movement and import of equines and establish guidelines for
equine identification.
They require, in general terms, that equines travel with two documents: an ID document (passport)
which also includes details of their health status; and either an Intra-Community Trade Animal Health
Certificate (ITAHC) or a veterinary attestation. These documents confirm fitness to travel and
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absence of disease. Which of the two additional documents are required depends on the purpose of
the movement and perceived health risk associated with that equine type (for example racing,
competition, or breeding). It is currently not necessary for equines moving between member states
to do so via a Border Inspection Post (BIP).
Under a separate Tripartite Agreement (TPA), movements of certain types of horse between the UK,
Ireland and France are further streamlined. For movements between the UK and Ireland, only an ID
document is required. For movements between the UK and France, an ID document and commercial
document (DOCOM), along with an entry on the TRACES system, is required. There is no requirement
for the equines to move between member states via a BIP.
In the UK, equine ID documents (passports) are produced by private bodies, known as passport
issuing organisations (PIOs), which can include breed societies. Applications for ITAHCs are made to
the Animal and Plant Health Agency (APHA) and the certificate is then completed by an authorised
Official Veterinarian (OV). OVs also produce the veterinary attestation, where required. APHA
provides this service in England, Scotland and Wales. In Northern Ireland the Department of
Agriculture, Environment & Rural Affairs’ Veterinary Service is responsible. This would continue to be
the case in a ‘no deal’ scenario, with the changes outlined in this technical notice accommodated for.
After March 2019 if there’s no deal
If the UK leaves the EU in March 2019 with no deal in place, the UK would be treated as a ‘third
country’ and therefore any movement of equines to countries within the EU would be subject to EU
third country rules. In order to travel from the UK as a listed third country, a horse or other equine
would need an appropriate ID document and appropriate health documentation. These are mostly
contained in Council Directive 2009/156/EC, Council Directive 91/496/EEC (the latter covering
veterinary checks applied to imports) and Commission Implementing Regulations 2015/262 and
2018/659 (covering conditions applied to all EU equine imports).
We are seeking discussions with the European Commission to allow the UK to become a listed third
country on the day we leave the EU. However, to allow effective contingency planning, in the event
that the UK is not a listed country equine movement to the EU could not take place. We are
confident however, that the UK meets the animal health requirements to secure listing, as other
countries such as Australia and New Zealand have done.
The import of equines from the EU into the UK will not change immediately after exit as we are
replicating current systems.
ID document
Equine ID (passports), issued by industry, would continue to be used in the UK, as they contain
information relating to identification and veterinary procedures undertaken that could help to
maintain a robust national equine health and traceability regime.
These industry-issued passports would continue to be valid for EU travel for horses registered either
on a studbook or pedigree register; or with a national branch of an international organisation for
racing or competition.
All other horses and equines travelling from the UK to the EU would have to travel with a new
government-issued ID document which is expected to contain very similar information to that in
existing passports. This is a requirement of the EU in relation to movements from third countries.
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Export certification
As the UK would be a third country, an Export Health Certificate (EHC) would be required to move
equines, on a permanent or temporary basis, to the EU.
The EU currently imposes additional requirements on third countries dependant on their perceived
level of disease risk. The UK could expect to be subject to fewer additional requirements in a ‘no
deal’ scenario, given its current low disease risk profile, meaning a less burdensome process for
certification.
However, EU certification would require additional action from vets to confirm the absence of equine
disease. This new process would require more planning from the equine owner and could involve
increased cost if additional blood tests are required, estimated to be between £200 and £500
depending on the third country category the UK is placed in after leaving the EU.
The Export Health Certificate (EHC) would replace the veterinary attestation or Intra-Community
Trade Animal Health Certificate (ITAHC) currently required. In addition, equines entering the EU from
the UK would have to pass through a Border Inspection Post (BIP) in an EU member state.

Tripartite Agreement
The Tripartite Agreement would no longer be valid if the UK leaves the EU with no agreement, as it
operates as a derogation to current EU rules and only named EU member states are eligible to use it.
Implications
In the event of a ‘no deal’, those wishing to move equines from the UK to countries within the EU
would need to:
• apply to the APHA in GB or the Department of Agriculture, Environment & Rural Affairs’
Veterinary Service in Northern Ireland both for the new export certification required by the
EU; and
• if their horse is not registered either on a studbook or pedigree register or with a national
branch of an international organisation for racing or competition, apply for a new
government-issued ID document.
An Official Vet (OV) could deal with the veterinary elements of both of these in a single visit. This
process is the same as that currently in place for the production of Intra-Community Trade Animal
Health Certificates (ITAHCs). Consequently, it is not anticipated that significant additional time would
be needed to produce the required documentation, although additional veterinary time to complete
the necessary blood tests will need to be factored in.
Training packages for operational staff and OVs across the UK would be updated to reflect any new
arrangements.

More information
If you are involved in exporting horses and other equines to the EU we recommend you also refer to
the technical notice on Exporting animals and animal products if there’s no Brexit deal.
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This notice is meant for guidance only. You should consider whether you need separate professional
advice before making specific preparations.
It is part of the government’s ongoing programme of planning for all possible outcomes. We expect
to negotiate a successful deal with the EU.
The UK government is clear that in this scenario we must respect our unique relationship with
Ireland, with whom we share a land border and who are co-signatories of the Belfast Agreement. The
UK government has consistently placed upholding the Agreement and its successors at the heart of
our approach. It enshrines the consent principle on which Northern Ireland’s constitutional status
rests. We recognise the basis it has provided for the deep economic and social cooperation on the
island of Ireland. This includes North-South cooperation between Northern Ireland and Ireland,
which we’re committed to protecting in line with the letter and spirit of Strand two of the
Agreement.
The Irish government have indicated they would need to discuss arrangements in the event of no
deal with the European Commission and EU Member States. The UK would stand ready in this
scenario to engage constructively to meet our commitments and act in the best interests of the
people of Northern Ireland, recognising the very significant challenges that the lack of a UK-EU legal
agreement would pose in this unique and highly sensitive context.
It remains, though, the responsibility of the UK government, as the sovereign government in
Northern Ireland, to continue preparations for the full range of potential outcomes, including no
deal. As we do, and as decisions are made, we’ll take full account of the unique circumstances of
Northern Ireland.
Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein are party to the Agreement on the European Economic Area and
participate in other EU arrangements. As such, in many areas, these countries adopt EU rules. Where
this is the case, these technical notices may also apply to them, and EEA businesses and citizens
should consider whether they need to take any steps to prepare for a ‘no deal’ scenario.
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Attachment for item 4.8 Arena Safety
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Attachment for item 4.9 Breathalyser Protocol, Procedures and Rules
DH.SD.JTW. V2 IMGA INTERM BREATHALYSER POLICY – NOVEMBER 2018
If adopted by IMGA, this document wll be named:
“IMGA BREATHALYSER POLICY Version 1. (Suffixed with the month and year it is
adopted).”
CONTENTS
1. Policy Statement and Summary
2. Definitions
3. Policy Development
4. Context and Background Research
5. Scope
6. Strategic Goals
7. Governance
8. Management of Breath Testing at Competitions
POLICY STATEMENT & SUMMARY
The International Mounted Games Association (The Association/ IMGA) acknowledges its Duty of
Care to Member Nations, riders and ponies, event organisers, officials, volunteers, and other
stakeholders, within a number of areas of Risk including Health, Safety and Welfare, reputational risk,
compliance and legal liability.
The Breathalyser Policy describes the use of Breath Testing at IMGA sanctioned Competitions, with
the aim of reducing, minimising or removing the various risks that alcohol impaired participants may
pose to others.
The Breath Testing Policy currently applies only to riders and trainers.
The Association has identified acceptable maximum blood alcohol concentration (BAC) limits as
follows:
• Adults – 0.02% BAC
• Under 18 years old – Zero %
Participants whose tests exceed those limits, will be stood down from competition for the Games
Session immediately following the positive test result and until such time as they are able to produce a
negative test that does not exceed the limit.
The level of BAC allowed in this Policy, for adults, would usually be compatible with social (but not
excessive) alcohol consumption during the afternoon and early evening, after the close of the day’s
competition.
For the purposes of this policy, the duration of the competition includes programmed training days
leading up to the competition days, and the days of the competition itself.
DEFINITIONS
• International Mounted Games Association (The Association/ IMGA)
• Health Safety and Risk Management Sub-Committee of IMGA (HS&RM Sub-Committee)
• Blood Alcohol Concentration (BAC) expressed as a percentage.
• For the purposes of this Policy, the duration of the competition includes programmed training
days leading up to the competition days, and the days of the competition itself.
• For the purposes of this Policy, “Adult” refers to people of 18 years and older.
POLICY DEVELOPMENT
Urgency has been brought to the development of the Breathalyser Policy as a response to the need for
the Association to action its Duty of Care in an effective way, as well as in response to the increasing
concerns of some participants regarding the levels of alcohol consumption associated with the Sport.
The Health, Safety and Risk Management Sub-Committee (HS&RM Sub-Committee) was asked to
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formulate a Breathalyser Policy so that routine breath testing could be used as a mechanism to manage
alcohol associated risks, starting in the 2018 season.
This Policy has been prepared by the IMGA HS&RM Sub-Committee members, with support and
guidance from Association Officials, as well as contributions from Member Nations. Members of the
HS&RM Sub-Committee have drawn on their personal medical and professional experience in health
and safety, risk management, and the latest academic research and international alcohol impairment
related advice.
Legal precedents relating to allowed levels of BAC for driving and flying were considered
informative, but ultimately irrelevant in the formulation of this policy.
Breath Testing was successfully trialled at IMGA World Teams Championships in 2018, prior to the
adoption of this Policy and the experience gained has been useful in developing this Policy and its
associated Procedures.
CONTEXT and BACKGROUND RESEARCH
The Association acknowledges its Duty of Care to Member Nations, riders and ponies, event
organisers, officials, volunteers, spectators, sponsors, partners and other stakeholders, within a number
of areas of risk including Health Safety and Welfare, reputational risk, compliance and legal liability.
The Association acknowledges the considerable body of scientific research on consumption of
alcohol, which closely correlates increased levels of blood alcohol concentration with increased motor
and cognitive impairment as well as with increased risk taking. Mounted Games is a fast paced
equestrian sport requiring a high standard of physical ability and skill, as well as fast decision making
and reaction time. Any level of impairment has the potential to negatively impact performance and
therefore impact the safety of the impaired participant, as well as other people, ponies and property.
Alcohol impairment may also negatively affect behaviour, which may result in reputational damage to
the Association and its members and stakeholders.
Research shows that, on average, young people are more affected by alcohol than adults, particularly
in terms of increased risk taking, so that a zero tolerance limit has been set for those Under 18 years of
age.
The use of Breath Testing as a tool to measure BAC and thereby improve management of Health
Safety and Welfare risks, is widely recognised and accepted. It is relatively easy to administer and is
quick and affordable. It is the current method of choice for sporting organisations to monitor athletes
and thereby ensure they are competing within prescribed BAC limits. Also, the use of Random Breath
Testing provides a deterrent against excessive alcohol consumption.
The Association acknowledges that there is no “safe” amount of blood alcohol concentration for
activities like driving vehicles or riding mounted games and that a zero limit would be ideal in terms
of risk management. The Association therefore reserves the right to reduce the limit to zero at a later
date, if this is considered to be beneficial to the sport, its members and wider shareholders.
The Association acknowledges that, in addition to providing opportunity for highly competitive sport,
IMGA sanctioned events also have an important social function where new friendships are made, old
friendships are renewed and international understanding is fostered. In many cultures, alcohol is a
normal and acceptable part of such social activities. The level of BAC allowed in this Policy would
normally be compatible with social (but not excessive) alcohol consumption during the afternoon and
early evening, after the close of the day’s competition and is therefore compatible with the above
social activities.
Competing Nations are encouraged to develop their own Codes of Conduct around alcohol
consumption during IMGA sanctioned Competitions, provided that they are compatible with, and at
least equal to, or stricter than this Policy.
SCOPE
The Breathalyser Policy covers:
• The use of Breath Testing at IMGA sanctioned competitions as a means of identifying
participants whose behaviour and performance is likely to be impaired by excessive blood
alcohol levels and who therefore pose a risk to other people and ponies.
• Identifying and setting the maximum allowable BAC limits.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

The selection of participants for Breath Testing.
Identifying and applying the most appropriate breath testing procedure for use by Mounted
Games
The removal from competition and training, of people whose test result currently exceeds the
stated maximum BAC limit.
Identifying the Association’s expectations around implementation of the Policy through
Management practices and Procedures.
Identifying processes that will ensure regular updating and improvement of the Policy and its
Procedures by the Association.
Monitoring and/or measuring any outcomes that may be attributed to the use of the Policy and
comparing them against the stated Strategic Goals.

This Policy is limited to IMGA sanctioned competitions. However, Member Nations are encouraged to
adopt the use of Breath Testing and to adapt the Policy and its associated Procedures to their local
conditions and activities, particularly ensuring compliance with local legislation.
STRATEGIC GOALS - (to be considered in conjunction with the wider goals of the IMGA Alcohol
Policy)
• General acceptance and support amongst Mounted Games participants of the use of Breath
Testing.
• General Satisfaction with the procedures and timing of Breath Testing and general perception
that the testing does not impact adversely on the main purpose of the Competition.
• Acceptance of and support for the stand down period for people whose tests exceed the BAC
limit.
• Improvements in safety - e.g. fewer accidents and near- accidents and participants feeling
safer when competing and training.
• Improvements in behaviour, particularly towards Officials.

GOVERNANCE
The Breathalyser Policy is nested within a broader range of overarching polices which include the
following:
• Risk Management Policy
• Health Safety and Welfare Policy
• Alcohol Policy
These policies are currently under development.
In conjunction with support and guidance from Association Officials the HS&RM Sub-Committee is
responsible for development of the Policy and its associated Procedures. It is also responsible for
keeping the Policy and Procedures up to date through regular reviews.
Governance Responsibilities of the Association, in conjunction with the Health Safety and Risk
Management Sub-Committee include:
• At least annually reviewing the Policy and Associated Procedures.
• Regularly researching and reviewing relevant scientific research
• Regularly researching and reviewing improvements in methods and technology to measure
BAC.
• Regularly researching compliance with various legislation, rules and regulations which
includes Health and Safety legislation, Privacy/Confidentiality legislation, Rules of partner
organisations,
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•
•
•
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•
•

Ensuring that IMGA is using the most recent globally accepted standard for breath testing,
and/or adopting any other appropriate, improved method of measuring BAC such as new
technology.
Adapting the formal Standard of BAC Testing being used, to be practicable for Mounted
Games conditions, while still complying as closely as possible to the Standard.
Identifying pathways for effective communication of the Policy and its procedures to Member
Nations, Competition Organisers/Hosts and participants.
Encouraging feedback on the Policy and its procedures from all interested parties
Developing and maintaining a user-friendly “Guideline for Breathalyser Testing”. for use by
Event Organisers.
Developing and maintaining appropriate documentation to create a “paper trail” which will
clearly demonstrate that correct procedures have been followed. And monitoring that required
documentation is used.
Notifying Members of any updates and changes in Procedures.
Ensuring that recommended Policy Changes are formally approved and adopted by IMGA
members.

MANAGEMENT of BREATH TESTING AT IMGA SANCTONED COMPETITONS
The process of Breath Testing will be managed by the Host Nation, with support from the Association,
in accordance with the “Breathalyser Procedures” document prepared by the HS&RM SubCommittee.
The HS&RM Sub-Committee, in conjunction with Association Officials, may update/ improve the
Breathalyser Procedures as required. Member Nations will be informed promptly of any updates and
updates will also be posted on the IMGA website and Facebook page.
The Breathalyser Procedures Document associated with this Policy will include the following,
presented in sufficient detail so that the Association’s expectations are clearly understood:
• All required documentation required to implement this Policy.
• All practices and procedures within the scope of this Policy must be carried out without
prejudice. If any Official becomes aware of a conflict of interest, they must declare it to the
Competition Organising Committee who will decide whether the Official should be replaced.
• Responsibilities and Accountabilities around the management of Breath Testing will be listed
for the following: The Association, the Host Nation, the competing Nations, the competing
Teams and Team Members, the Referee, the Safeguarding Officer, the Breathalyser Operator,
the Breathalyser Observer, the Breathalyser Marshall and those persons being tested.
• Checking national and local level compliance with Laws, By Laws and Regulations. Where
the Host Nation’s Alcohol Legislation, regarding consumption of alcohol are stricter than the
terms of this Policy, then the Host Nation’s Law will apply and participating Member Nations
and all participants, including officials, supporters and volunteers, will be informed.
• Where the Host Nation’s Alcohol Legislation, regarding consumption of alcohol are less strict
than the terms of this Policy, ( i.e. BAC levels) then the Associations policy will apply and
participating Member Nations and all participants, including officials, supporters and
volunteers, will be informed accordingly.
• The Standard Breath Testing Procedure being used will be named in the Procedure document
(e.g. the current standard is the World Anti-Doping Agency’s Breath, Alcohol Testing
Guidelines 2014)
• The Association will make available online, an up to date, user-friendly “Guideline to
Managing Breath Testing at IMGA Sanctioned Competitions” to assist Host Nations and to
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•

the ensure that correct procedures are followed. The Guideline will include all required
documentation
Early and effective communications between the Association, the Host Nation, those member
Nations which are eligible for the Competition, as well as riders and trainers who are eligible
for the Competition, are to ensure that the intention to Breath Test at the Competition, as well
as the consequences of failing a breath test, are widely understood.
An “Agreement to Breath Testing” declaration is to be included on the Competition Entry
Form and signed by each team member. This must be received by the Event Secretary before
the Team Member competes.
Feedback from all stakeholders is to be encouraged. Paper feedback forms will be available at
the Competition, as well as an email address and/or online feedback form available at any
time. All feedback on Breath Testing will be forwarded on to the HS&RM Sub-Committee to
assist with the Breathalyser Policy and Procedures review and improvement.
An Appeal Process will be available at the Competition, whereby reasonable complaints
relating to practices within the scope of this Policy, will be promptly considered by the
Ground Jury.
A formal IMGA Disputes Procedure will be available to deal with longer term disputes.
The Association reserves the right to retain records relating to Breath Testing, under the
Terms of the IMGA Confidentiality Policy.

.
Review Date: No later than (insert date 12 months after IMGA adoption of this Policy)
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Attachment for item 4.10 IMGA Ethics Policy
PROPOSED IMGA ETHICS STATEMENT
All participants in Mounted Games, including but not limited to Riders (and their Support Personnel),
Owners, Organisers, Officials, sponsors, and IMGA volunteers and staff undertake to respect and be
bound at all times by the following Code of Ethics
DIGNITY
1. Safeguarding the dignity of the equine and human athlete is a fundamental requirement of
Mounted Games.
2. There shall be no discrimination between the human athletes on the basis of race, gender,
ethnic origin, religion, philosophical or political opinion, marital status or other grounds.
3. All forms of harassment of athletes, be it physical, professional or sexual, and any physical or
mental injuries to participants, are prohibited.
4. Participants in IMGA Events must not, by any manner whatsoever, infringe the principle of
fair play, show non-sporting conduct, or attempt to influence the result of a competition in a
manner contrary to sporting ethics.
5. IMGA member nations shall guarantee the athlete’s conditions of safety, well-being and
medical care favourable to their physical and mental equilibrium.
INTEGRITY
1. IMGA representatives shall not, directly or indirectly, solicit, accept or offer any form of personal
remuneration or commission, nor any concealed benefit or service of any nature, connected with
the organisation of IMGA Events that is not part of the official negotiation process or set forth in
the contract with the Organiser or Organising Committee.
2. Only gifts of nominal value, in accordance with prevailing local customs, may be given or
accepted by IMGA Officials, volunteers, or staff by or to any member of an Organising Committee
bidding for an IMGA Event, as a mark of respect or friendship. Any other gift must be passed on
to the organisation of which the beneficiary is a member.
3. The hospitality shown by any Organising Committee bidding for an IMGA Event to the Officials,
volunteers and members of IMGA as well as persons accompanying them, shall not exceed the
standards prevailing in the host country.
4. Conflicts of interest, whether real or perceived, are to be avoided.
CONFIDENTIALITY
IMGA constituents shall not disclose information entrusted to them in confidence. Disclosure of
other information shall not be for personal gain or benefit, nor be undertaken maliciously to damage
the reputation of any person or organisation.
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Attachment for item 4.11 Live Streaming of IMGA sanctioned competitions
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Attachment for item 4.12 World Individual Championship Trophies
There are some issues associated with the various different trophies presented at the World Individual
Championships…
Open :
Champion – Eddie Bulled Memorial Trophy
No Problem
Highest placed lady rider – Lynn Wilson Memorial Trophy
Why not a highest placed Male rider then? Either we are a mixed gender sport or not. Sexist?
Highest placed non-British rider – Razara Trophy
There may have been a time where this made some sort of sense but those days have long gone.
U-17 :
Champion
No Problem
Youngest rider in final – Dapple Trophy
Wouldn’t it make more sense to have this in the Open class or even the U12’s? The age range for the U17 is very
narrow anyway. If we are going to have it for the U17’s, it should be in all 4 classes
U-14 :
Champion
No Problem
Winning Pony – Emma Williams Memorial Trophy
Why only in U14’s?
U-12 :
Champion
No Problem
Highest placed girl – Sunny Memorial Trophy
See above (the U12’s have actually been won by girls more often than boys).
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